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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL AND GLOBAL RISK FACTORS ON INDUSTRY 
STOCK RETURNS: ACROSS COUNTRY ANALYSIS
Mahdy Farag Elhossiny 
Old Dominion University, 2005 
Director: Dr. Mohammed Najand
This dissertation studies the local and global sources of risk and industries stock 
returns across national equity markets. We examine several local and global economic 
risk factors and ask whether and to what extent these risk factors can explain the variation 
in the industries’ stock returns of five countries, namely Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K., and the U.S. Specifically, the main objective of this dissertation is to find answers 
for three main questions: First, whether and to what extent do returns on local industries 
respond to changes in local macroeconomic risk factors? Second, whether and to what 
extent do returns on local industries respond to changes in global risk factors? Third, is 
the effect on industry stock returns similar across countries?
we employ a multifactor pricing model to investigate the effects o f the local 
macroeconomic risk factors on industries stock returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K., and the U.S. The local macroeconomic risk factors used are: industrial production, 
inflation, changes of expected inflation, term structure, foreign exchange rate, oil prices, 
in addition to the returns on national equity market portfolio We also employ a global 
version of a single factor model to test the effect o f global risk factors represented by the 
world market index on industries stock returns across the previous national markets. We 
examine returns of five different industries common to each country for which data is 
available. The industry indices chosen in the study came from the same source, The 
Global Financial Data that utilizes the same procedure to allocate firms into industry
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
groups in each country, which helps us to match industries across countries. The 
industries chosen are banking, chemicals, insurance, telecommunication, and utilities.
The results based on the multifactor model show that local risk factors have a 
strong explanatory power in accounting for the variations o f the monthly industries 
excess return in the five countries. Significant relationships have been found between 
macroeconomic risk factors and industry stock returns in the five national markets, some 
factors have a uniform effect across industries, while others do not. However, the local 
market excess return is considered as the most important explanatory factor among local 
risk factors. Although the results show significant positive beta coefficients associated 
with the world equity index regarding every industry across all countries. However, the 
single factor model show that global risk factors as represented by the world market 
portfolio poorly explain the variations of the monthly excess returns across industries in 
Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S. Regarding similarity, some 
macroeconomic risk factors have similar effect on the monthly industries stock return in 
those five countries, but not others. The highest explanatory power in the estimated 
models are found in Japan’ stock market, which implies that Japanese stock market is the 
most efficient stock market examined. Finally, and from the practical perspective, the 
significant relationships found in this dissertation can be beneficial to the cross- country 
investors and practitioners in having better understanding of how and to what extent risk 
factors affect investment returns of different industries across countries. Such 
understanding should enable investors and practitioners to be more informed with respect 
to allocating, timing, and diversifying their international investment portfolios.
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1Chapter 1 
Introduction
Early research in asset pricing has been dominated by a single factor Capital 
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Sharp (1964), Lintner (1965), Black, Jensen, and Scholes 
(1972), and Fama and McBeth (1973), who utilize CAPM consider market index to be 
the only relevant factor that can be used to measure an asset’s systematic risk. However, 
many empirical studies based on CAPM fail to provide evidence for the relationship 
between the stock return and market beta1.
Fama and Fench (1992), the founders of the three-factor model try to identify 
factors other than the market that financial theory and the economic intuition suggest may 
affect stock returns. They found evidence of significant effects on asset returns due to a 
set of microeconomic, company specific factors such as size and book to market ratio in 
addition to the market portfolio. These results support the argument that market portfolio 
is no longer acceptable as the only factor that can be used to measure an asset’s 
systematic risk.
The Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) was first introduced by Roll (1977), and Roll 
and Ross (1980) to offer an alternative solution to CAPM. APT hypothesizes that asset 
returns are sensitive to several types o f risk factors. A major drawback of APT is that it 
cannot identify the relevant factor structure that explains the variations in stock returns. 
Macroeconomic factors are likely to be risk factors because it is believed that 
macroeconomic factors can influence a firm’s cash flow and available investment
1 For example; Reinganum (1981), Gibbons (1982), Coggin and Hunter (1985), Lakonishok and Shaprio 
(1986), and MacKinlay (1987)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
opportunity structure. Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) are considered the first to explore a 
set of macroeconomic factors as proxies for undefined state variables in APT and also to 
study their influence on stock returns. Many studies in this area of research suggest 
different sets o f macroeconomic factors that are thought to affect asset returns. Different 
findings are obtained in each study, which provides a motivation for more empirical 
studies in different stock markets with different time span in order to better understand 
this relationship.
This study employs a multifactor pricing model in investigating industry stock 
returns in various developed countries based on the work of Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), 
Hamao (1988), and Poon and Taylor (1991). A prespecified set o f local macroeconomic 
factors are used, which is initially guided by the basic economic theory of asset pricing 
that would be appropriate regardless of the location of the market as possible explanatory 
factors o f local industry stock returns. This study also employs a global version of the 
single- factor CAPM to test the effects of global risk factors on industries’ stock returns 
in various developed equity markets as well.
Most of the work on this topic has been carried out to investigate the effect of 
different sets of local and global risk factors on the returns of either individual or 
portfolios of stocks regardless of industry type. For instance, Fama (1980), Pearce and 
Roley (1985), Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hardouvelis (1987), Hamao (1988), 
Wasserfallen (1989), Poon, and Taylor (1991), Ferson and Harvey (1994), Flannery and 
Protopapadakis (2002), and Altay (2003) employ different analytical methods such as the 
factor analysis technique or utilize regression processes in order to test the significance of 
different sets of local and global factors and their betas on portfolio stock returns.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3However, it would be appealing to investigate the returns at the industry level. 
Studies on industry returns and risk factors have been very limited in number and scope. 
In general, this relationship has been examined at two different levels: the national and 
the global. As for the national Saunders and Yourougou (1990), investigates the 
magnitude of the difference in the nominal interest rate exposure of banking firms and 
commercial firms in the U.S. as a result of the bank regulation approach to money policy. 
Furthermore, Ewing (2002) examines the impact o f macroeconomic shocks on the 
performance of the financial sector in the U.S. On the other hand, some was at the global 
level. For instance, Grammenos and Arkoulis (2002) examine the long-run impact of 
several sources o f global risk on international shipping stock returns by employing a 
multifactor model. Moreover, Kavussanos, Markoulis and Arkoulis (2002) study the 
impact o f a set of global risk factors on 38 international industry returns using a unique 
data base o f global industry indices provided by Morgan Stanley Capital International 
(MSCI).
Researchers have recently increased their focus toward an industry-oriented 
approach. Living in a new era of globalization and internationalization, companies are 
able to operate across national borders and to engage in alliances in different industries. 
Investors as well as researchers are required now more than before to investigate risk 
factors that influence returns of companies in different industries in international markets.
The objective of this study is to add to the limited amount of literature by 
identifying and examining the extent to which innovations in several key local 
macroeconomic factors are reflected in the performance of different local industries stock 
returns across countries. It also investigates to what extent the global risk factors have
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4effects on industry’s stock returns across countries. More specifically, three main 
questions are poses in this study. First, whether and to what extent do returns on local 
industries respond to changes in local macroeconomic risk factors? Second, whether and 
to what extent do returns on local industries respond to changes in global risk factors? 
Third, is the impact on industry stock returns similar across countries? For this purpose, 
several local macroeconomic risk factors are constructed in each market. These 
Macroeconomic risk factors are: industrial production, inflation, change of expected 
inflation, term structure, foreign exchange rate, and oil prices, in addition to the returns 
on the national equity market portfolio. We also consult the world market index provided 
by The Global Financial Data (GFD) as proxy for the global risk factors. We examine 
returns of five different industries that are common and for which data is available in 
Canada, Germany, Japan, The U.K, and the U.S. All industry indices chosen in the study 
came from GFD, which utilizes the same procedure to allocate firms into industry groups 
in each country, which facilitate comparing industries across countries. The industries 
chosen are banking, chemicals, insurance, telecommunication, and utilities.
The results of this study should provide valuable empirical and practical 
contributions. First, according to market efficiency hypothesis stated by Fama (1970), 
stock prices should reflect all the information available in the market; thus this study 
provides a test of market efficiency. In the case o f insignificant influence of 
macroeconomic factors on the industry stock returns in a specific market, we can 
conclude that this particular market is inefficient since the variability o f the industry 
stock returns does not reflect the change of the macroeconomic factors. Second, the 
findings of this study should add to the limited research o f the effect of macroeconomic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5risk factors as well as global risk factors on industry returns across countries. Finally, 
more practically, the findings of this study can be beneficial to cross- country investors 
and practitioners by improving their understanding of how local and global risk factors 
influence investment returns o f different industries across countries. Such an 
understanding should enable investors and practitioners to make more informed decisions 
with regard to allocating, timing, and diversifying their international investment 
portfolios.
This study is organized as follows: Chapter II reviews the relevant literature and 
develops the conceptual framework. Chapter III outlines the methodological procedures 
used in the study and describes the data set. Chapter IV provides empirical results of the 
research. Chapter V provides the results, discussion, contributions, and suggestions for 
future research.
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6Chapter 2 
Literature Review
The effect of risk factors on equity markets plays a crucial role in formulating risk 
management strategies by market participants. CAPM theorists consider the market 
portfolio as the main determinant of an asset’s return (e.g., Sharp 1964, and Lintner 
1965). Specifically, CAPM assesses the value of an asset relative to the return of the 
market portfolio. Over three decades, many endeavors have been conducted to answer 
that question. However, in the spirit of the APT, macroeconomic changes are commonly 
believed to affect asset returns (Chen, Roll, and Ross 1986). Some macroeconomic 
changes affect asset prices more than others and some changes do not have any 
relationship with them at all. Which macroeconomic factors have more significant impact 
on asset returns is a theoretical question that many empirical studies employing 
multifactor models have tried to answer. Early studies on APT can be decomposed into 
tw o main streams of research: first, the effect of macroeconomic factors on equity 
returns, and second, the effect of macroeconomic factors on industry returns. It is 
beneficial to start this section of the research by shedding some lights on main thoughts 
and assumptions of the CAPM as well as the APT. I will then precisely present different 
empirical examinations of the APT within the two streams of research that were 
previously mentioned.
2.1 The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
According to the CAPM, a portfolio’s risk consists of systematic risk and specific 
risk. Systematic risk is the risk of holding the market portfolio. To a certain extent, each
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7asset will be affected as the market move. However, specific risk is the risk that is related 
to each individual asset. It is the part of the asset return that has no correlation with any 
moves of the market. CAPM concludes that the marketplace will compensate investors 
only for taking systematic risk, because specific risk can be diversified away. CAPM 
assumes a simple world where there are no taxes or transaction costs, all investors have 
identical investment horizons, and all investors have identical opinions about expected 
returns, volatilities, and correlations of available investments.
2.2 The Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT)
The Arbitrage Pricing Theory, developed by Ross (1976) is considered to be an 
alternative to the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). However, it differs in its 
assumptions and interpretation of risk factors of an asset. In general, it is a theory that 
predicts a relationship between portfolio return and the returns o f a single asset through a 
linear combination of risk factors. It classifies risk factors into two main groups: 
systematic K risk factors, which are combinations of more than one factor, and 
unsystematic (idiosyncratic) risk. APT assumes that returns are generated according to a 
linear factor model, the number of assets are close to infinite, investors have homogenous 
expectations, and capital market are perfect.
2.3 The Impact of Macroeconomic Factors on Equity Returns
Equity returns have a complicated relationship with macroeconomic variables and 
portfolios o f other assets. Previous studies on the relationship between economic 
variables and equity returns employ different analytical methods such as factor analysis
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
techniques in order to derive basic common factors from stock returns or utilize 
regression processes to test the significance of macroeconomic variables and their betas 
on asset returns.
2.3.1 Developed Equity Markets
For the U.S., some of these relationships were studied extensively in the past thirty 
years, dating back to the late 1970s and early 1980s, in the light o f APT models.
Pearce and Roley (1985) investigate the daily response o f stock prices to 
announcements about economic news, such as the CPI, the PPI, money stock, industrial 
production, the unemployment rate, and the Federal Reserve discount rate. In order to test 
the efficient market hypothesis that only the unexpected part o f any announcement moves 
stock prices, the authors used survey data on market participants’ expectation of these 
announcements except for the discount rate, to identify the unexpected part of the 
announcement. The authors find that daily stock prices responded to monetary 
information between September 1977 and October 1982. They find no support for the 
view that either real economic activity or inflation changes have an impact on stock 
prices. The empirical results of their study indicate that the expected parts o f economic 
announcements have no significant impact on daily stock price movements, which is 
consistent with efficient market hypothesis. Finally, some evidence was found to support 
the idea that the response of stock prices to new economic news may not continue beyond 
the announcement day.
One of the leading APT studies on this subject was implemented by Chen, Roll 
and Ross (1986), using U.S. data. They are considered the first to explore a set of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9macroeconomic state variables, such as the expected and unexpected inflation, the 
corporate bond spread over treasures (as a measure of unanticipated changes in the 
default premium), the growth rate of industrial production, and the spread between long 
and short term interest rates (as a measure of unanticipated change in the term structure) 
as a systematic influence on stock market returns and has also examined their influence 
on asset pricing. The authors’ main result is that real activity, the inflation variables 
(significant in some sub-periods but not others (negative)), the term structure (negative) 
with the default premium (both positive), affect stock returns. The authors conclude that 
stock returns are exposed to systematic economic news, they are priced in accordance 
with their exposures, and the news can be measured as innovations in state variables 
whose identifications can be accomplished through simple and intuitive financial theory.
Hardouvelis (1987) investigates the effects of the announcements of 15 
prespecified macroeconomic variables on stock prices of financial companies. He finds 
significant response of the stock prices to the announcement of monetary variables. In 
particular, he finds that stock prices o f financial companies exhibit sensitivity to 
monetary news, and that the Federal Reserve plays a crucial rule in the development of 
future macroeconomic variables. Furthermore, he finds that for the post-October 1982 
sub-period, changes in the operating target of the Federal Reserve affected the short-term 
interest rates, although they did not have any effect on the corresponding response of 
stock prices.
McQueen and Roley (1993) investigate the relationship between stock prices and 
economic news at different stages o f the business cycle. The study covers the period of 
September 1977 to May 1988. The authors use a set of economic announcements that are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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well- publicized, such as unemployment, industrial production, the merchandise trade 
deficit, the consumer price index, the producer price index, and the money stock. The 
economic factor coefficients are allowed to vary across three states o f business cycle 
(high, medium, and low). After studying the relationship between stock prices and 
economic news, allowing for different business cycles, the authors concluded that stock 
price response to economic news differs according to the state of business cycle. In 
particular, innovations in economic factors, such as industrial production are found to 
have a positive (although not significant) impact on stock prices in the low state of the 
world and negative impact in the high state of the world.
Flannery and Protopapadakis (2002) seek to identify a set of macroeconomic risks 
by simultaneously studying the impact of macroeconomic news on both stock returns and 
conditional volatility. Any macroeconomic factor that can either affect stock returns or 
increase market conditional volatility is considered to be a risk factor candidate. Using 
U.S. data, 17 macroeconomic announcements are used in the study over the period of 
1980-1996. Six macroeconomic announcements are found to be strong risk factor 
candidates. Three nominal factors: consumer price index, producer price index, and 
money growth, have a negative sign and significantly impact stock returns. On the other 
hand, there are no relevance between stock returns and the other 3 macroeconomic real 
factors- the balance of trade, housing starts, and non-farm payrolls. However, real 
macroeconomic factors are strong determinants of the conditional volatility. The authors 
find no significant impact of popular economic indicators, such as personal income, sales, 
and industrial production, on returns, conditional return volatility, or trading volume.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Other surprises, such as real GNP surprises are found to have no impact on trading 
volume and are significantly linked with lower conditional volatility.
Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1989) show that there is weak evidence to support 
the argument that long-term interest rate, money supply, and inflation substantially affect 
stock returns. Searching for macroeconomic news that clarifies large stock market returns 
ex post, the authors find that they can explain a small part o f the variability of the total 
market. On the other hand, the authors document a positive and significant correlation 
betw een industrial production and stock returns over the whole sample period of 1926- 
1986. However, this correlation does not exist in the sub-period of 1946-1985.
Boyed, Jagannathan, and Hu (2001) provide evidence that there is a time varying 
effect between macroeconomic news and stock returns, which is consistent with 
McQueen and Roley (1993) and Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1989). Examining the 
impact of unemployment as macroeconomic news on the stock returns, the authors find 
that during an economic expansion, the high unemployment rate raises the S&P 500 
returns and low S&P 500 returns during a contraction time over the 1948-1995 sample 
period. They also argue that a prediction relationship exists between unemployment, 
corporate profits, and interest rate exist. There is an expectation of low corporate profits 
and low interest rate when high unemployment approached. The authors conclude that 
the significance of these two correlations differs according to the business cycle.
Consistent with the argument that the correlation between asset prices and 
macroeconomic news is not entirely in one direction (Chen, Roll, and Ross 1986), 
interesting results have been achieve by Schwert (1989). The author examines whether 
the changes of macroeconomic news, such as real economic activities, money growth,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and inflation, can explain monthly changes of stock prices for the period of 1959-1987. 
He concludes that future macroeconomic changes can be predicted based on stock prices 
volatility but not in the opposite direction. In line with the previous study, and based on 
the idea previously stated by Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) that asset prices is a reflection 
of future cash flow, Fama (1990) argues that stock prices volatility should predict future 
macroeconomic changes.
Several studies have been carried out for the U.K. market, the most notable and 
early study being that of Poon and Taylor (1991). The authors carry out a set of tests 
using the U.K. data similar to those of Chen, Roll, and Ross (CRR) (1986) in order to 
empirically examine whether the results reported by CRR using the U.S. data are similar 
to those o f the U.K. market. The sample period of their study covers 1965-1984. A set of 
macroeconomic variables similar to those of CRR is chosen to examine their impact on 
stock returns on the U.K. market. Factors examined include monthly and annual growth 
rates of industrial production, unanticipated inflation, change of expected inflation, risk 
premium, term structure, and returns on value- weighted and equally- weighted market 
indexes. Interestingly, the authors show that the types o f correlation between the 
macroeconomic factors and stock returns using the U.K. data do not look the same as 
those of the U.S. According to the authors, the reasons for the dissimilarity between the 
U.K. and the U.S. could be that the methodology used by CRR is not enough to trace 
such relation or other macroeconomic factors need to be considered, or both explanations 
apply.
Among the most prominent studies that have been addressed the U.K. stock 
market was that of Clare and Thomas (1994). In the spirit of the Chen, Roll, and Ross
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(1986) study, the authors try to investigate the impact of a group of macroeconomic news 
on the stock prices for the U.K. Given the fact that The U.K. economy is open and 
smaller than The U.S., The author stated that a candidate set o f macroeconomic variables 
that is related to the stock returns in the U.K. could be opposite to those related to the 
U.S. 18 macroeconomic variables are chosen in their general model and reduced to 7 
variables in the reduced model. They include more factors than those of Chen, Roll, and 
Ross (1986), such as trade balance, exchange rate, a ratio of gilt to dividend yield, bank 
lending and current account. Stock prices are found to be significantly affected by the 
credit spread on loans and debentures (the measure o f default risk), inflation, and interest 
rates, which are consistent with the findings of Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986). 
Unexpectedly, a positive response o f stock returns to inflation has been found, contrary to 
studies done in the US market.
A recent work on this topic over the period of January 1980-October 2003, with 
reference to the U.K., stock market has been done by Drahman and Manning (2003). The 
authors build their methodology based on panel estimation, which differs from most of 
the work that has been done in this regard, which uses time series approach. Following 
McQueen and Roley (1993), they allow coefficients to change according to the economic 
conditions. They divide the sample period at October 1992. In order to recognize the 
heterogeneity that may emerge from factors such as exchange rates and oil prices 
exposures, they allow the response to vary across industries. In an extension, the authors 
also consider different responses associated with firm size. The authors document that 
responses to systematic factors included in the study differ before and after October 1992. 
The results show that industries that are more domestically oriented respond weakly to
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changes in exchange rates, and there is a strong positive and significant sensitivity 
between the oil price factor and stock return in the mining sector. Based on economic 
conditions, there is a strong effect of expected GDP factor on stock returns during weaker 
economic activity periods, consistent with the argument that investors are sensitive to 
macroeconomic news when the economy is weak. The authors argue that firm size plays 
an important role in shaping the relationship between stock returns and macroeconomic 
factors. More specifically, they find evidence that stock returns of big firms respond more 
strongly to changes in macroeconomic factors such as interest rate, and exchange rate 
than those o f medium-size and small firms. Finally, a crucial impact of risk premia and 
volatility across time periods, industries and economic conditions has been found.
Using Japanese macroeconomic factors, Hamao (1988) empirically examines the 
arbitrage pricing theory in the Japanese stock market. His purpose is to test the 
international validity of the arbitrage pricing theory using Japanese data and then to 
compare the results with those for the U.S. Their choices of macroeconomic factors were 
directed by basic economic theory of the asset pricing that can be applied everywhere 
regardless of the size and the location of the stock market. Adopting this approach helps 
the author to explain the pricing effects of similar macroeconomic factors in a different 
economy in parallel with the U.S. economy. The macroeconomic factors used are 
industrial production, inflation, risk premia, the term structure, foreign exchange, and oil 
prices. Monthly returns data from TSE for the period of January 1975 to December 1984 
provided by the Norman Research Institute are used. The author shows evidence of 
significant relationships between changes in expected inflation, unexpected changes in 
risk premia, and unanticipated changes in the slope of term structure and the Japanese
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stock market. Changes in terms of trade and monthly production are weakly priced. 
Surprisingly, there are no evidence o f significant effects of both oil price changes and 
unanticipated changes in foreign exchange over the stock market, given the notion that 
Japanese economy relies heavily on international trade. According to the author, the 
results can be improved as more economic variables are included and the span of time 
increased.
A number of studies examining the arbitrage pricing theory for the German stock 
market have conducted over the past twenty years. Researchers use different time periods 
and different approaches to investigate the relationship between macroeconomic factors 
and asset returns in the German stock market. More precisely, the authors try to answer 
the questions such as: Are factor structures of Germany the same as those of the U.S.? Do 
the same factors have an effect on asset returns in both markets? Is APT relevant in 
markets other than the U.S. market? Winkelmann (1984) tests the APT using German 
data. He implements component analysis method. He uses monthly returns o f 93 assets 
over the period of 1971-1982. Peters (1987) studies the pricing effect o f a set of 
macroeconomic factors for the periods 1975-1985 with 21-day stock returns.
Frantzmann (1989) uses a maximum likelihood factors analysis to employ daily returns 
for the period 1980-1985. Verlerger (1993) investigates weekly stock returns by 
implementing APT tests. Most o f these studies, with different time periods, show 
evidence that asset returns in the German stock market are significantly affected by one 
or more macroeconomic factors.
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2.3.2 Less Developed Equity Markets
Bilson, Brailsford and Hooper(2001) have explored the extent to which 
macroeconomic variables are able to explain the variation in equity returns in emerging 
stock markets. Their study of twenty emerging stock markets, as defined by IMF, over 
the period o f January 1985 to December 1997, finds moderate evidence to support that 
macroeconomics variables have explanatory power over the stock returns in emerging 
markets. The authors used world market return to proxy for global factors and a set of 
macroeconomic factors to proxy for local factors. They examined the effect of money 
supply, good prices, real activity and exchange rates over the emerging equity returns. 
Within the microeconomic factors, price-to-eaming and dividend yield were most 
apparent. The authors explored the possibility of the degree of commonality of the 
factors affecting the emerging stock markets. They find strong evidence to support that 
there is commonality within these variables across emerging markets within regions. 
Finally, they suggested that these commonalities across the emerging markets might 
encourage the investors to diversify across specialized regional funds.
Kwon, Shin and Bacon (1997) explored the effect o f macroeconomic variables on 
the stock market return in the Korean Stock market. The authors examined whether the 
economic activities on strategic components can explain the stock market variability in 
Koran Stock exchange. They focused on Korea to explore how less developed markets 
respond to changes in macroeconomic variables compared to well-developed markets. 
The authors focused on Korea, since the Korean Stock market has experienced 
tremendous growth in both trading volume and market value in accordance with rapid
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economic development from the 1980s. They explored the effects of industrial 
production, inflation, interest rates, yield of corporate and government bonds, trade 
balance, dividend yield, foreign exchange, oil price and money supply over the stock 
market returns. For that purpose, the authors used monthly returns o f the value weighted 
Korea Composite Stock Price Index (KOSPI) for the period of January 1980 to December 
1992, selected from various issues of securities Statistics Yearbook. The authors 
concluded that most of the statistically significant pricing factors were associated with the 
non-inflationary variables, such as term structure of interest rate, production index, 
dividend yields, foreign exchange rates, oil prices and money supply. Interestingly, they 
found that dividend yields are significantly but negatively related to stock return. They 
suggested that the effect of dividend yield could be explained by the dividend and tax 
policy in Korea. Moreover, they did not find significant effects o f exchange rate and trade 
balance on stock return. Finally, they concluded that the most important finding was that 
the perception in Korean financial markets is quite different from the perception found in 
the U.S. market. They concluded that the Korean stock market is more sensitive to 
foreign exchange rates, trade balance, the money supply, and the production index, 
suggesting that the Korean market is more sensitive to international trading activities than 
inflation and interest rate variables. They also suggested that different strategies are 
required to invest successfully in the Korean Stock Market.
As an emerging market, Naka, Mukherjee and Tufte (1998) explore the 
relationship between the macroeconomic variables and the Indian stock market returns. 
They mentioned that, since the early 1990’s, India has made tremendous reforms in its 
stock market, and hence, the trading volume has increased significantly. The authors
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focused on the behavior of the Bombay Stock Exchange pre-reform and post- reforms 
and the effect of the macroeconomic variables thereof. In this regard, they used variables 
such as the Bombay stock index, industrial production index, the consumer price index, 
money supply and the money market rate in the Bombay interbank market for the period 
of 1960 to 1995. They concluded that industrial production is the largest positive 
determinant of Indian stock prices, while they found a negative relationship between 
stock price and inflation. Interestingly, their variables could not explain the downward 
trend in the stock price for the period. The authors suggest that this downward trend 
might be an effect of regulatory measures. Moreover, they asserted that this downward 
trend has decreased almost 25% in the post reform period.
In line with emerging market research, Diacogiannis, Tsiritakis and 
Manolas(2001) provide empirical testing of a multi-index model using quarterly data 
from the Athens Stock Exchange and the Greek Economy. They investigate the pricing of 
possible risk premia in the changing economy of Greece for the period of 1980-1992, 
which, in turn, is split into two sub-periods: 1980-1986 and 1986-1992. Moreover, they 
examine the intertemporal stability o f the pricing equation in relation to significant 
changes in the institutional framework of Greece. Twenty macroeconomic variables were 
selected to represent all sectors of the Greek economy. At least two common factors are 
found to have a significant impact on the stock market returns for the two sub-periods 
1980-1986 and 1986-1992. The multi-index model estimated in the study does explain 
the nature of a changing economic environment with a risk attributed to macroeconomic 
factors.
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2.3.3 Comparative Studies
In his paper that covers ten European countries, Asprem (1989) investigates the 
correlation between stock returns, asset portfolios, and macroeconomic factors. Quarterly 
data are used and cover the period o f 1968-1984. Countries included in the study are 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, 
and the U.K. The author includes a set of macroeconomic activities, such as changes in 
industrial production, real gross national product, gross capital formation, imports, 
employment, and export, in addition to some economic variables like exchange rates, 
interest rate inflation, and money supply. The author presents evidence showing a 
negative correlation between employment, import, inflation, and interest rate, and stock 
prices. A high positive relationship between S&P’s industrial index and stock prices in 
most of the ten countries was found. In some countries, a positive relationship between 
the yield curve in the U.S. and local stock prices, and, in other countries, between the 
exchange rate and stock prices is documented. According to the author, the international 
pricing model suggests that, in asset pricing, more parameters are important. More 
specifically, he regresses changes in national indices on different economic variables. He 
finds that the explanatory power o f the equations increases substantially compared to 
when stock prices are regressed on individual variables. Finally, the evidence presented is 
not equally strong or similar in all countries. To a large extent, similar reaction to the 
various economic variables is found in the Dutch, German, and Swiss market. The 
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the U.K. stock markets strongly 
react to changes in macroeconomic factors.
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Trying to investigate whether the overseas stock markets do behave differently 
than their counterparts in the US, Wasserfallen (1989) studies the impact of 
macroeconomic factors on aggregate stock price indices for three European countries. A 
large number o f macroeconomic factors on aggregate stock price indices in Great Britain, 
West Germany, and Switzerland are examined. The macroeconomic factors included in 
the study are interest rate, exchange rate, inflation and money supply, in addition to 
several economic real activities, such as real gross national product, industrial production, 
real consumption, real investment, the unemployment rate, and real wages. For the 
empirical work, the author selects quarterly observations that are seasonally unadjusted 
for the three countries examined, over the recent flexible exchange period, in particular, 
for the years 1977-1985. From an economic point of view, the results are disappointing. 
The explanatory power o f the regression is very low. With a few exceptions, the 
estimated coefficients are not significantly different from zero. The results are consistent 
with most of the results obtained for the United States by other authors, given the notion 
of better data quality available in the U.S. market. The author argues that the effect of 
macroeconomic news is either very small or hidden by a low signal to noise ratio. They 
conclude that the European stock markets do not differently from their counterparts in the 
U nited States.
Ferson and Harvey (1994) empirically examine multifactor asset pricing models 
in international equity markets. They study the sources of risk and average returns in 
eighteen national equity markets. To measure global economic risk, factors are chosen 
and the author ask to what extent these risk factors can explain the variations in the stock 
markets of countries studied. Monthly data for the risk factors are chosen and cover the
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period o f 1970-1989. The risk factors included are the returns on a world equity market 
portfolio, a measure of exchange rate risks, a Eurodollar- Treasury bill yield spread, and a 
measure o f global inflation, real interest rate, and industrial production growth. The 
authors show that over the period of 1970-1989, global macroeconomic factors, ex post, 
can explain between 15% and 86% percent o f the variation of the monthly average 
returns, and the world market portfolio is considered to be the most influential factor. 
Examining the average return premium associated with the global economic risk factors, 
they find a significant premium associated with both the world equity portfolio and 
exchange rate variation. However, there are no significant premiums associated with the 
other risk factors. They confirm the findings by previous studies [e.g. Cumby and 
Glen(1990) and Harvey (1991a)] that don’t reject the unconditional mean-variance 
efficiency of the world market index. However, they argue that the world market betas 
have low power to explain the average return differences across countries and conclude 
that adding more global risk factors reduces the average pricing error of the model.
Rouwenhorst (1998) empirically investigates the low correlation among country 
portfolio returns. Based on the previous studies, three explanations are derived. First, 
investors prefer to overinvest domestic securities in their portfolios instead of 
diversifying across all markets, e.g., Cooper, and Kaplanis (1994), Tesar and Werner 
(1995). Second, industry composition differs across countries. Third, the impact of 
economic factors on firms differs across countries. Evidence from previous work shows 
that a low correlation among country portfolio returns primarily is due to a large country- 
specific effect. Moreover, Heston and Rouwenhorst (1995) document that, even in 
economically and geographically integrated regions such as Western Europe, country
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effects dominate. However, industry composition of countries has a weak role in 
explaining the low correlation among country portfolio returns (Beckers et al 
(1992,1998). Rouwenhorst (1999) analyzes the returns of all 952 stocks in the Morgan 
Stanley International (MSCI) indices of twelve European countries over the period of 
1978-1998. The relative importance of country and industry effects has been examined. 
The author reports that, even in the more economically and geographically integrated 
region o f Western European countries, effects in stock returns are more variable than 
industry effects. In general, there is no evidence that industry effects play a more 
important role than country effects in explaining country portfolio returns of Europe, 
despite The interest rate conversion and the integration of economic policies that 
followed the Maastricht treaty 1992.
In an APT framework, Altay (2003) studies the effect o f macroeconomic factors 
on asset returns of the German and the Turkish stock markets. The author employs a 
factor analysis method in order to derive the basis factors from a large number of 
macroeconomic variables that have a pricing on asset returns. Although the same 
economic indicators are applied in the factor analysis method, the factor structure of the 
German economy results in 4 factors, while the Turkish economy has 3 factors. For the 
tw o different countries with different development levels, they use a two-stage testing 
methodology that is widely used to test APT in previous studies.2First, they estimate the 
factor beta coefficient of each portfolio using time series regression. Second, they run 
across sectional regression to estimate the relationship between factor betas and average 
assets returns. The data set for Germany covers the period of 1988-2002 and contains 8
2 For example; Roll and Ross (1980), Chen (1983), Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Lehman and Modest 
(1988)
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monthly series. On the other side, the data set for Turkey covers the period of 1993-2002 
and contains the same number of series. In the German stock market, the author finds two 
factors that are rewarded in the market. Specifically, there is evidence that the unexpected 
inflation and the unexpected interest rate factor beta coefficients indicate significant 
effects on asset returns. In the Turkish stock market, the author finds no support for 
statistically significant unexpected macroeconomic factors beta in relation to expected 
asset returns.
2.4 The Impact of Macroeconomic Factors on Industry Returns
Studies on industry returns and macroeconomic risk have been very limited in 
number and scope. This relationship has been assessed at two different levels; first, a 
number of studies have been conducted at the national level. Ewing (2002), for example, 
examines how macroeconomic shocks affect the performance of the financial sector in 
the U.S. Other studies have been carried out at the global level. For example, 
Kavussanos, Markoulis, and Arkoulis (2002) investigate the impact of a set of global risk 
factors on the international industry returns. A brief discussion of those two streams of 
research is presented.
2.4.1 National Level
Based on the view that an unregulated and competitive banking system would 
overproduce inside money that might cause problems for financial and commercial firms, 
it has been argued that bank activities need to be regulated (Volcker 1983). This view 
results in what might be called the bank regulation approach to monetary policy, which
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leads to a banking system strongly inclined to interest rate risk. Saunders and Yourougou 
(1990) investigate the magnitude o f the difference in the nominal interest rate exposure of 
banking firms and commercial firms as a result of the bank regulation approach to 
monetary policy. More precisely, they employ a multifactor model in an attempt to 
explain the sensitivity of returns o f companies in banking sectors to an unanticipated 
interest rate shock compared with the other commercial sectors such as utilities, 
petroleum, and others. They investigate this relationship under two policy regimes. In the 
pre-October 1979 regime, the degree o f interest rate uncertainty was relatively low. In the 
post-October 1979, the degree of interest rate uncertainty was high. The authors show 
that banks bear more interest rate risk than other commercial firms consistent with the 
argument that the bank regulation approach to monetary policy has created a banking 
system that is unstable and inclined to a higher degree of systematic interest rate risk.
In order to answer the question of how macroeconomic shocks affect stock returns 
of financial companies, Ewing (2002) identifies and investigates the impact o f several 
macroeconomic factors on the performance of financial sector returns. The author uses 
the NASDAQ Financial 100 index as a proxy for the financial sector of the US stock 
market. As important state variables, consistent with the economic theory, the author uses 
four macroeconomic variables that previous findings have identified. The 
macroeconomic factors used are the stance of monetary policy, inflation, market or 
default risk, and real economic activity. The sensitivity of financial company stock 
returns to macroeconomic factors has been investigated using generalized impulse 
response functions derived from the estimation o f a five-equations-vector autoregression 
model. Monthly data are used and cover the period from January 1988 to September
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2000. Using the newly developed technique of generalized impulse response analysis, the 
author provides useful information to both investors and financial institutions concerning 
risk management. He shows evidence that changes in the monetary policy significantly 
reduces financial sector returns. Positive, but not persistent, impact of unexpected 
changes in economic growth has been shown. There is a significant negative impact of 
unexpected inflation on stock returns. An unanticipated increase in risk has an immediate 
impact on the financial sector returns. According to the author, future research is needed 
in order to examine how, and to what extent, the impact of macroeconomic factors may 
differ across other industries.
2.4.2 Global Level
Grammenos and Arkoulis (2002) employ a multifactor model in order to examine 
the long-run impact of several sources o f global risk on international shipping stock 
returns. They use a prespecified set of macroeconomic variables with the return on the 
MSCI world equity index as a proxy for the world market. The macroeconomic factors 
used are exchange rate, global inflation, changes in oil prices, industrial production 
growth and laid up tonnage. 36 shipping companies that are listed in 10 different stock 
exchanges around the globe during the period of December 1989-March 1998 are 
examined. Several significant findings between returns of international shipping stocks 
and the global risk factors are found. Oil prices and laid up tonnage have a negative and 
significant impact on shipping stock returns, while positive impact has been found 
regarding the exchange rate factor. Moreover, the authors find no significant impact of 
the global measure o f inflation and industrial production on international shipping
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industry stock returns. Finally, after examining the global risk factor and their 
relationship to the stock returns of shipping companies in six different countries, the 
authors document that the macroeconomic factors exhibit a constant pattern of 
relationship to the shipping industry.
At the global level, Kavusanos, Marcoulis, and Arkoulis (2002) are the first to 
examine the long-run impact of several sources of global risk on the excess returns. They 
empirically investigate the global sources of risk in 38 international industries, as defined 
by Morgan Stanley (MSCI) for the period of 1987-1997. A multifactor time series model 
is employed. The author includes innovations of a prespecified set of global 
macroeconomic variables, such as the return on the MSCI world equity index, the 
Eurodollar-treasury yield, industrial production, an aggregate measure o f exchange rate 
risk, industrial production, and inflation. The most important explanatory factor in 
explaining significantly the variation in international industry returns is found to be the 
world market portfolio. According to the authors, the inclusion o f macroeconomic factors 
in the multifactor model increases the explanatory power of the model. Several 
macroeconomic factors are found to have significant impact on the industry returns. The 
authors document that the long-run impact of a factor can be negative or insignificant on 
the returns of a particular industry, and a positive on the returns o f another, depending on 
industry specific characteristics.
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Chapter 3 
Methodology and Data Analysis
3.1 Methodology
According to the CAPM, market index is the only relevant factor that can be used 
to measure asset risk. This view has been dominant since the early 1970s and has been 
empirically examined by a considerable number o f studies3. APT expands CAPM in 
asserting that several types of factors can measure asset risk. The theory suggests that 
asset returns are more sensitive to unexpected change in a number of macroeconomic 
factors. APT practitioners hypothesize that the impact of macroeconomic factors on stock 
returns stem from their impact on the asset’s future cash flow. More precisely, 
macroeconomic factors are believed to influence future dividends or the risk-adjusted 
discount rate, hence, the asset returns.
Many studies on the topic suggest different sets of macroeconomic factors that are 
believed to affect asset returns. Different findings are obtained in each study, even for 
those empirical studies that use a similar set o f macroeconomic factors4. Empirical 
evidence is the only way to determine whether and to what extent returns on single 
industries respond to fluctuations in local macroeconomic factors. Innovations of 
macroeconomic factors are the most relevant explanatory factors in affecting stock 
returns as suggested by different studies such as Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), 
Wasserfallen (1989), and Poon and Taylor (1991).
3 See for example Blach et al. (1972), and Fama and McBeth (1973), among others
4 See for example Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hamao (1988),Wasserfallen (1989), Poon and 
Taylor(1991),among others.
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A considerable number of studies use unexpected components of macroeconomic 
factors based on the assumption that efficient markets respond only to unexpected 
changes. Statistically, expected changes reflect past information, while unexpected 
components are mainly influenced by economic factors. Studies conducted in the U.S. 
take advantage of the availability of survey data, which is regularly published and can be 
taken and used to measure expectations. Unfortunately, such information is not available 
in other countries. Therefore, a statistical method must be chosen to produce the 
unanticipated component o f the macroeconomic factors in actual time series. Univariate 
ARIMA (Auto-Regression Integrated Moving Average) models are used for this purpose. 
Estimated ARIMA time series are taken as proxies for the expected components. For 
each factor we subtract the expected values generated by ARIMA from the actual time 
series to construct the unexpected component of the macroeconomic factors.
The goal of this study is to examine the effects on the returns o f five matched 
industries across five developed countries, using local as well as global risk factors. We 
employ a multifactor pricing model to investigate the effects of the local macroeconomic 
risk factors on industries’ stock returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the 
U.S. Eq. (1) provides the framework for that relationship. It models industries stock 
returns as a function of K-local macroeconomic risk factors.
C = « /+ Z A /F/v +Cr (!)
7=1
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Where,
rit = the excess return
Where, rit -  R it - Rft
R it = the return for industry / at time t
Rft -  risk free interest rate
ai = the constant term
j3jj = are the betas of the rit on the k  risk factors
Fjt -  are the risk factors where j  = 1 ....k
eit = the error term, which represents the non-systematic excess return relative to
risk factors.
The k  risk factors chosen in this study include industrial production, inflation rate, 
changes in expected inflation, term structure, foreign exchange rate, and oil prices, in 
addition to the return on the local equity market portfolio.
We also employ a single factor model to test the effect of global risk factors 
represented by the world market index on the industries’ stock returns across the same 
national markets. The single factor model is a global version o f CAPM of Sharp (1964) 
and Lintner (1965). Eq. (2) provides the framework for that relationship. It models 
industries stock returns as a function of the world market index as a proxy for the world 
risk.
ru = a i + p irmt+ £it (2)
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Where,
rit -  the industry excess return
Where, rit = Rit - R/t
R it = the return for industry / at time t
Rft -  risk free interest rate
<Xi -  the constant term
^  -  is the beta of the rit on the world market risk factors
rmt -  the world market excess return
Where, rmt — Rmt — Rft
Rmt = the return for world market m at time t
Rft = risk free interest rate
£it =the error term, which represents the non-systematic excess return relative to risk
factors.
3.2 Data Analysis
3.2.1 Description of data sets and sample period
The data used in this study is divided into three different data sets. The first data 
set includes monthly industry stock returns of Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the 
U.S. The second data set consists of monthly macroeconomic factors of the same 
countries. The third data set is the monthly world market index as proxy for global risk 
factors. Monthly returns are measured for January 1985-December 2004.
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3.2.2 Industry Stock Returns
A unique data set of industry return indices is used for Canada, Germany, Japan, 
the U.K., and the U.S. from January 1985 to December 2004. All of the industry indices 
chosen in this study come from GFD, which utilizes the same procedures to allocate 
firms into industry groups in each country. This approach helps us to compare industries 
across the five countries. We examine stock returns of five different industries that are 
common and for which data is available in the five countries. Based on these criteria, the 
industries chosen are insurance, banking, chemicals, telecommunications, and utilities. 
Industry stock returns, Rit, are calculated for each industry index, as:
R„ = ln[ - A ]  (3)
i t - I
Where Rit, Ru-i are the index values o f industry I  at time t and t-l respectively, in local 
currency. In each country, we choose the broadest index available to provide a long- term 
series that shows the overall trend of stocks in that country. The indices used are as 
follows: Canada -  Toronto SE-300 insurance (TFSIM), Toronto SE-300 bank & trust 
(TFSBM), Toronto SE-300 chemicals (TIPZM), Toronto SE-300 telecommunications 
(TCMM), Toronto SE-300 utilities (TUTM), Germany -  Germany CDAX insurance 
(CXPIXM), Germany CDAX banks (CXPBXM), Germany CDAX chemicals 
(CXPCXM), Germany CDAX telecommunications (CPXTXM), Germany CDAX 
utilities (CPXUXM), Japan -  Japan TOPIX insurance (IINSUM), Japan TOPIX banks 
(IBNKSM), Japan TOPIX chemicals (ICHEM), Japan TOPIX telecommunications 
(ICOMSM), Japan TOPIX utilities (IEPNGM), U.K. -  UK FT Actuaries insurance
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(LCICM), UK FT Actuaries banks (LCBKM), UK FT Actuaries chemicals (LCCHM), 
UK FT Actuaries telecommunications (LCTNM), UK FT Actuaries Utilities (FTUTM), 
U.S. -  S&P 500 insurance (GSPINSM), S&P 500 banks (GSPBKM), S&P 500 chemicals 
(GSPPHM), S&P 500 telecommunications (GSPTELM), S&P 500 utilities (GSPUM). 
All the industry return indices are monthly capitalization - weighted by GFD. All the 
series start in January 1985 except for S&P 500 insurance, which starts in September 
1989, UK FT Actuaries utilities, which starts in January 1986, and Germany CDAX 
telecommunications, which starts in January 1988. The industry return indices for Canada 
ended January 2004, while they ended December 2004 for the other countries.
The industry stock returns (Rit) are in excess o f the local short- term interest rate 
for the five countries. The short-term interest rate in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., 
and the U.S. are used as proxies for risk free (Rf) in order to measure excess returns for 
each industry. The short- term interest rates used are: Canada -  3 month treasury bill 
(ITCAN3M), Germany- 3 month treasury bill (ITDEUM), Japan- 3 month treasury 
bill (ITJPN3M), U.K.- 3month treasury bill (ITGBR3M), U.S.- 3 month treasury bill 
(ITUSA3SM).
3.2.3 Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors
Several macroeconomic factors have been used in previous studies to investigate 
asset returns in an APT framework. Table 3.1 shows a summary of these factors and the 
studies that utilize them.
[Insert Table 3.1 Here]
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The macroeconomic factors used in this study are guided by the basic economic 
theory o f asset pricing that would be appropriate regardless o f the location of the market. 
In addition, the factors selected should meet the following criteria: (1) Factors should be 
available in the five countries selected; (2) Monthly series of the factors need to be 
available. This approach helps to study pricing effects of similar macroeconomic factors 
in different economies.
According to the above approach, we have been able to select a number of 
macroeconomic factors that are believed to explain the variation on the industry stock 
returns. These factors are industrial production, inflation rate, changes in expected 
inflation, term structure, foreign exchange rate, oil prices, and the return on the national 
market portfolio. Table 3.2 presents the local macroeconomic factors used in our study as 
sources of the local risks.
[Insert Table 3.2 Here]
Industrial Production
Monthly growth rates of industrial production are calculated from the monthly 
industrial production indices. The industrial production growth rate in this study is the 
first difference in the logarithm of the monthly industrial production indices of Canada, 
Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S. If IPt denotes the industrial production rate in 
month t, then the monthly growth rate is
IP
MP = ln[— H  (4)
IP111-1
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The data for industrial production was obtained from the following sources: Canada- 
Statistics Canada (Base: 1997=100, series code: V3822562), Germany- International 
Financial Statistics (Base, 2000=100, series code: 13466...ZF), Japan- International 
Financial Statistics (Base: 2000=100, series code: 15866...ZF), the U.K.- International 
Financial Statistics (Base: 2000= 100, series code: 11266...ZF), the U.S.- Federal 
Reserve Bank (Base: 1997=100, series code: INDPRO). The industrial production series 
begins from January 1985 to December 2004. Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) investigate the 
pricing effect of the industrial production in the US stock market, Hamao (1988) study 
the impact of the industrial production risk in the Japanese stock market, and Poon and 
Taylor (1991) examine the relationship between industrial production and stock return 
using UK data. We study the impact o f industrial production as a measure of systematic 
risk on the industry stock returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S.
Inflation Rate
The realized inflation rate for period t {It) can be defined as the monthly first 
difference in the natural log of the consumer price index of Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K, and the U.S. for period t. Te following equation is used
/ ,= ln [ - 5 - ]  (5)
*t~ 1
Where Pt and Pt-1 are prices at time t and t-1. The consumer price indices are recorded 
monthly based upon official government data. The data for these indices were obtained
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from the same source, GFD. There was some variation in base year, listed as follows: as 
follows: Canada- GFD (Base: 1992=100, series ID: CDCZNM), Germany- GFD (Base: 
1992=100, series ID: CPDEUM), Japan- GFD (Base: 1992=100, seriesJD : CPJPNM), 
the U.K.- GFD (Base: 1987=100, seriesJD : CPGBRM), the U.S.- GFD (Base: 
1982/1984=100, series ID: CPUSAM). The unexpected inflation series covers the period 
from January 1985 to December 2004. Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) include unexpected 
inflation as a measure of risk in the US equity market, Hamao (1988) studies unexpected 
inflation in the Japanese equity market, and Poon and Taylor (1991) examine the pricing 
impact o f unexpected inflation in the UK equity market. We employ unexpected inflation 
as a potential source of risk on industry stock returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K., and the U.S.
Change in Expected Inflation
The change in expected inflation is the series of first difference of expected 
inflation and is defined as
DEIt = E[It+l | J  -  E[It\ ] (6)
DEIt is the change in expected inflation. DEIt is partially unexpected and might have an 
impact different from UIt. Under the assumption that expected inflation follows a 
martingale, this variable need not have a mean of zero, may be treated as an innovation, 
and may contain information not present in the UIt as suggested by Chen, Roll, and Ross 
(1986) and Poon and Taylor (1991), among others. This would occur when inflation
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forecasts are influenced by economic factors other than past forecasting errors. The DElt 
series starts in January 1985 and ends in December 2005.
Term Structure
Term structure can be defined as the difference between long term and short term 
government interest rates. Poon and Taylor (1991) use the 2.5 percent consol as an 
approximation for the long-term government interest rate and the 91-day Treasury bill to 
approximate for the short-term interest rate in the UK. Based on the data available, our 
study uses the difference between the government long-term bond yields, e.g. 10 years 
and 3 month Treasury bill for Canada, Germany, Japan U.K., and U.S. The following 
equation is employed
TSt = LGBt -  TBt (7)
The series of long term government bonds and the short term interest rates obtained from 
GFD cover the period from January 1985 to December 2004 and can be described as 
follows: (A) Long-term government bond; Canada 10- year government bond 
(LGCAN10M), Germany 10- year benchmark bond (LGDEU10M), Japan 10- year 
government bond (LGJPN10M), U.K. 10-year benchmark bond (LGGBRBM), and U.S. 
10 year- bond constant maturity yield (LGUSA10M). (B) Short-term interest rate; 
Canada -  3 month treasury bill (ITCAN3M), Germany- 3 month treasury bill (ITDEUM), 
Japan- 3 month treasury bill (ITJPN3M), the U.K. - 3month treasury bill (ITGBR3M), 
the U.S. - 3 month treasury bill (ITUSA3SM).
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Foreign Exchange Rate
The foreign exchange rate can be measured as the change from month t-1 to 
month t in the natural log of foreign currency exchanges of Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K., and the U.S. The following equation is used
FX, = l n [ - ^ H  (8)
Ferson and Harvey (1994) use the trade-weighted U.S. dollar price o f the currencies of 10 
industrialized countries as a measure of global exchange risk. We measure the pricing 
effect o f foreign exchange rate in the national level. The data series for this factor was 
obtained from GFD and covers the period from January 1985 to December 2004. Foreign 
currency exchange series can be described as follows: Canada/US (GAD.M), 
Germany/US (DEM.M), Japan/US (JPY.M), UK/US (GBP.M), and USA dollar weighted 
index (DXY.M).5
Oil Prices
Oil prices are included as a systematic risk factor influencing equity markets.
Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) use the producer price index/crude petroleum as an
approximation of oil prices in the U.S markets, and Hamao (1988) uses the Arabian Light
Spot prices as an approximation of oil prices in Japanese equity markets. Based on the
5 For Canada, Germany, Japan, and the U.K. we measure the foreign exchange as the national currency 
against the U.S. dollar and for the U.S. we use the trade- weighted U.S. dollar price o f  the currencies o f  10 
industrialized countries as a measure o f  the foreign exchange rate as suggested by Ferson and Harvey 
(1994).
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data available, we follow Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) in constructing this factor. We use 
the U.S. producer price index/crude petroleum as an approximation of oil prices in 
Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S. The oil prices growth factor (OG) is 
constructed as the realized monthly first differences in the logarithm of the producer price 
index/crude petroleum. We use the following Equation
OG, = l n f ^ H  (9)
O i l t_ 1
Where Oil t, Oil t-i are oil prices at time t and t-1 respectively. The U.S. producer price 
index-' crude petroleum series is obtained from the Bureau o f  Labor Statistic (BLS), U.S. 
department of labor.
Market Index
Asset pricing models usually include a role for a market portfolio as a measure of 
risk. Generally, the market portfolio is added to asset pricing models to capture all the 
information available to the market that cannot be captured by the non-equity economic 
factors. The return on the market portfolio can be defined as the monthly first difference 
in the logarithm of the national equity market portfolio. The following equation is used
Rrri!= ln[- ^ H  (10)
Rm,_j
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Rmh and Rmt.j are the return values of the market at time t and t-1, respectively, in local 
currency. In each country, we use the most commonly and readily available stock return 
index. The series for national stock market portfolio are obtained from GFD and can be 
described as follows: Canada- Toronto SE- 300 total return index (TRGSPTM), 
Germany- Germany CDAX total return index (CDAXM), Japan- Japan TOPIX total 
return index (TOPXDVM), the U.K.- UK FTA all-shares return index (TFTASM), and 
the U.S.- S&P 500 total return index (SPXTRM). Series are capitalization-weighted, and 
cover the period from January 1985 to December 2004.
For the countries covered in this study, the market return portfolios (Rm, ) are in 
excess o f local short term interest rates, and short interest rates are used as proxies for 
risk free ( Rft ) in order to measure excess returns for each market portfolio. The short 
term interest rate used are: Canada -  3 month treasury bill (ITCAN3M), Germany- 3 
month treasury bill (ITDEUM), Japan- 3 month treasury bill (ITJPN3M), the U.K.- 
3month treasury bill (ITGBR3M), and the U.S.- 3 month treasury bill (ITUSA3SM).
3.2.4 Global Risk Factors
Several studies use Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) world equity 
index as a proxy for global risk factors to investigate the returns across national equity 
markets. However, the results are different in each study. For instance, Ferson and 
Harvey (1994) find that the world market betas provide a poor explanation o f the average 
returns across countries, while Kavussanos, Marcoulis, and Arkoulis (2002) find that the 
world market index has a significant explanatory power in the 38 industries examined in 
their study. In our study we use the world market index provided by the GFD as a proxy
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for global risk factors to investigate the industries stock returns in Canada, Germany, 
Japan, the U.K, and the U.S. The world index is divided between North America (50%), 
Europe (40%), and Pacific (10%) and is an extension of MSCI global index back to 1919. 
The series name is the world $ return index (TRWLDM). The series is monthly and 
covers the period from January 1985 to December 2004. The return on the world market 
portfolio can be defined as the monthly first difference in the logarithm of the world 
equity market portfolio. The following equation is used
Rwm
Rwmt = ln[ H  (11)
Rwm,
l t -  i
Where Rwmt, and Rwmt.i are the return values o f the world market at time t and t-1 
respectively in U.S. Dollar. The world market return is in excess of the U.S. 3 month 
treasury bill provided by GFD. Table 3.3 presents some information about the world 
market index as a source of global risks.
[Insert Table 3.3 Here]
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Table 3.1 Macroeconomic factors that are utilized in previous studies
Macroeconomic
Factors
Previous studies that utilized specific factors
Industrial
Production
Pearce and Roley (1985), Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hamao 
(1988), Wasserfallen (1988), Asprem(1989), Poon and Taylor (1991), 
McQueen and Roley (1993), Ferson and Harvey (1994), Kwon, Shin 
and Bacon (1997), Soufian (2001), Kavussanos, Marcoulis and 
Arkoulis (2002), Grammenos and Arkoulis (2002), Flannery and 
Protopapadakis (2002), Altay (2003)
Inflation
Pearce and Roley (1985), Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hamao 
(1988), Wasserfallen (1988), Asprem (1989), Poon and Taylor (1991), 
McQueen and Roley (1993), Ferson and Harvey (1994), Kwon, Shin 
and Bacon (1997) Naka, Nukherjee, and Tufte (1998), Soufian (2001), 
Kavussanos, Marcoulis and Arkoulis (2002), Ewing (2002), 
Grammenos and Arkoulis (2002), Altay (2003), Drehman and 
Manning (2004).
Foreign exchange 
rate
Hamao (1988), Asprem (1989), Ferson and Harvey (1994), Kwon, 
Shin and Bacon (1997), Bilson, Brailsford, and Hooper (2001), 
Diacogianis,Tsiritakis and Manolas (2001), Kavussanos, Marcoulis, 
and Arkoulis (2002), Grammenes and Arkoulis (2002), Altay (2003), 
Drehman and manning (2004)
Money supply
Pearce and Roley (1985), Wasserfallen (1988), Asperm (1989), 
McQueen and Roley (1993), Kwon, Shin and Bacon (1997), Bilson , 
Brailsford and Hooper (2001), Diacogianis, Tsiritakis and Manolas 
(2001), Flannery and Protopapadakis (2002),
Oil prices
Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hamao (1988), Ferson and Harvey 
(1994), Kwon, Shin and Bacon (1997), Kavoussanos, Marcoulis and 
Arkoulis(2002), Grammenos and Arkoulis (2002), Drehman and 
Manning (2004)
. .
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Interest Rate
Wasserfallen (1988), Asprem (1989), Saunders and Yourougou 
(1990), Ferson and Harvey (1994), Nak, Nukheijee, and Tufte (1998), 
Altay (2003), Dreman and Manning (2004)
Term Structure
Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hammao (1988), Poon and Taylor 
(1991) Kwon, Shin and Bacon (1997), Soufian (2001)
Risk Premium
Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hamao (1988), Poon and Taylor (1991), 
Kwon, Shin and Bacon (1997), Soufian (2001)
Unemployment
Pearce and Roley (1985), Wasserfallen (1988), McQueen and Roley 
(1993), Diacogianis,Tsiritakis and Manolas (2001), Flannery and 
Protopapadakis (2002),
Employment Asprem (1989), Flannery and Protopapadakis (2002)
Export Prices
Asprem (1989), Diacoglanis, Tsiritakis and Manolas (2001), Altay 
(2003)
Real gross national 
product
Wasserfallen (1988), Asprem (1989), Flannery and Protopapadakis 
(2002)
Consumption Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Asprem (1989)
Imports Diacogianis, Tsiritakis and Manolas (2001), Altay (2003),
Credit risk Kavussanos, Marcoulis and Arkoulis (2002)
Retail sales Flannery and Protopapadakis (2002)
Merchandise trade 
deficit
McQueen and Roley (1993)
Gross domestic 
product
Drehman and Manning (2004)
Wages Wasserfallen (1988)
Real investment Wasserfallen (1988)
Real output Ewing (2002)
Capital formation Asprem (1989),
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Table 3.2 Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors Utilized in the Study
Factors Symbol Data Source Calculation
Panel A: CANADA
Industrial Production IP-C Statistics Canada MP* = ln[IPt/IPtA]
Inflation rate 1-C GFD " / ,= ln [ P , //>_,]
Change in Expected 
Inflation
DEI-C GFD DEI, = E[I,+l\,]-E[I,\,_l ]
Term Structure T S - C GFD TS, =LGBt -TB,
Foreign Exchange Rate F X - C GFD F X t = ln  [FXt/FX,_l]
Oil Price O G - C BLS -USA OGt =\n[OIL,/OILt_]]
Capitalization Weighted 
Market Excess Return
CWMKT-C GFD CWMKT; =Rmt -  Rft 
= In [Rmt / Rmt_j ] -  TBt
Panel B: GERMANY
Industrial Production IP-G IFS MP* = ln[IPt/IP,_l]
Unexpected Inflation I-G GFD I t ~ ln[Pr / Pt-\]
Change in Expected 
Inflation
DEI-G GFD DEIt =E[It+l\t] -E [ I t\ ^ ]
Term Structure TS-G GFD TS, =LGB, -TB,
Foreign Exchange Rate FX-G GFD FX, = ln  [FXJFX,^]
Oil Price O G -G BLS-USA OG, = \n[OILjOILt [ ]
Capitalization Weighted 
Market Excess Return
CWMKT-G GFD CWMKT, = Rm, -  Rf, 
-  \n[Rm, / Rm,_x ] -  TB,
Panel C: JAPAN
Industrial Production IP-J IFS MP* = \n[IP,/IP,_l]
Unexpected Inflation I - J GFD I, -  ln[P, / P,_x\
Change in Expected 
Inflation
DEI-J GFD D EI,=E[I,+1\ , \ -E [ I , \ ,^ \
Term Structure T S - J GFD II -PO 1
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Foreign Exchange Rate F X - J GFD FX, = ln  [F X J F X ^]
Oil Price O G - J BLS-USA OGt = \n[OILl /  OILl_] ]
Capitalization Weighted 
Market Excess Return
CWMKT-J GFD CWMKT; =Rmt - R f t 
= In [Rmt /Rm,_x ] -  TB,_X
Panel D:UK
Industrial Production IP-UK IFS MPt * -  \n[IP, jIPt_x ]
Unexpected Inflation I-UK GFD 7( =ln[7>//>_,]
Change in Expected 
Inflation
DEI-UK GFD DEI,=E[I,+x\,] -E [I, \ tA]
Term Structure TS- UK GFD TSt -L G B t -T B t
Foreign Exchange Rate FX- UK GFD F X t =ln[FXt/F X t^ \
Oil Price O G -U K BLS-USA OGt =\n[OILjOILt
Capitalization Weighted 
Market Excess Return
CWMKT-UK GFD CWMKT; =Rmt - R f t 
— In [Rmt /  Rmt_x ] -  TBt
Panel E: USA
Industrial Production IP-US FRB***** MP* = \n[IPtllPt_x]
Unexpected Inflation I-U S GFD I t -  ln[R* / P,_i\
Change in Expected 
Inflation
DEI-US GFD DEIt =E[It+x\t] -E [ I t\t_l]
Term Structure TS- US GFD TS, = LGB, -TB,
Foreign Exchange Rate FX- US GFD F X ^ H F X J F X , ^ ]
Oil Price O G -U S BLS-USA OG, = \n[O IL ,/O IL ,_x]
Capitalization Weighted 
Market Excess Return
CWMKT-US GFD CWMKT; =Rm, -  Rf, 
= In [Rm, /  Rm,_x ] — TB,
MPt = Monthly industrial production at time t 
GFD = Global Financial Data 
BLS = Bureau o f  Labor Statistics 
IFS = International Financial Statistics 
***** FR B- Federal Reserve Bank
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Table 3.3 Global Risk Factors Utilized in the Study
Factors Symbol Data Source Calculation
Capitalization Weighted WMKT GFD WMKT, = Rwmt - R f t
World Market Excess 
Return
= Ln[ RWm' ] USTB, 
Rwm,_x
’ GFD = Global Financial Data
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Chapter 4 
Empirical Results
This section of the dissertation presents the effects of innovations in local 
macroeconomic risk factors on local industry returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K, and the U.S. by estimating Equation 1 using OLS (Ordinary-Least Square). It also 
evaluates the effects of global risk factors represented by the world market index on the 
same local industries in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K, and the U.S. by estimating 
Equation 2 using OLS.
4.1 Industry Returns and Local Macroeconomic Factors
The best ARIMA model is chosen for each local macroeconomic risk factor, and 
we subtracted the fitted values from the actual values to form the unexpected components 
of the series. The new variables created are unexpected industrial production, unexpected 
inflation, changes of expected inflation, unexpected term structure, unexpected foreign 
exchange, and unexpected oil price changes in addition to local capitalization-weighted 
Market Index. After deriving innovations in the set of local macroeconomic risk factors, 
their influences on the stock price indices for five local industries in five different 
countries were tested by estimating Equation 1 using OLS for the period January 1985 to 
December 2004. The results will be discussed for each country separately.
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Canada
Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics for Canada’s capitalization-weighted 
market index and macroeconomic risk factors for the period January 1985 to December 
2004. The descriptive statistics in table 4.1 show that the unexpected oil price changes 
bear the highest risk, while the changes of expected inflation bear the lowest level of risk 
as approximated by standard deviation. Moreover, the unexpected inflation and the 
unexpected foreign exchange are positively skewed with the highest positive skewness in 
the unexpected inflation and the lowest in the unexpected foreign exchange. The 
unexpected industrial production, changes in expected inflation, unexpected term 
structure, unexpected oil price changes, and capitalization-weighted market index are 
negatively skewed with the highest negative skewness in the capitalization-weighted 
market index and the lowest in the unexpected changes in oil prices. Except for changes 
in expected inflation and unexpected foreign exchange, all of the other 
unexpected macroeconomic risk factors exhibit significant departure from normality at 
the 1% level of significance, as indicated by the Jarque-Bera statistics, which suggests the 
rejection of the null hypothesis of normal distribution for the macroeconomic series.6 This 
significant deviation from normality can be explained by the existence o f few very large 
positive and negative values during the sample period. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller 
(ADF) test was included to check for unit root (stationarity) for each macroeconomic 
factor to decide whether they need to be adjusted before estimating the models.7 The ADF
6 Jarque-Bera is a test statistic for testing whether a series is normally distributed. The test statistic 
measures the difference o f  the skewness o f  the series with those from the normal distribution. Under the 
null hypothesis o f  normal distribution.
7 The null hypothesis is ADF test is that there exists a unit root in the time series, i.e. the time series is 
nonstationary process. The null hypothesis is rejected if  ADF statistic is greater than the Mackinnon critical 
values. The critical values are reported in each table.
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statistic shows that except for unexpected term structure, all of the unexpected 
macroeconomic risk factors are stationary (series are all I (0)). The null hypothesis of a 
unit root is rejected at the 1% level. On the other hand, the result for the unexpected term 
structure factor shows that unexpected term structure series are nonstationary at the level 
but stationary at the first difference (series are all I (1)). Therefore, the first difference of 
the unexpected term structure is utilized in models estimation to overcome 
nonstationarity.
[Insert Table 4.1 Here]
Table 4.2 presents the correlation matrix for Canada monthly capitalization- 
weighted market index and unexpected macroeconomic risk factors. Correlation results 
show that there is no significant correlation between the macroeconomic factors utilized in 
our estimated models. The highest correlation is found between unexpected industrial 
production and unexpected foreign exchange (0.3452). The results o f these correlation 
coefficients do not suggest that multi-collinearity is a potential problem in the estimated 
models. It also suggests that macroeconomic factors utilized do not have much similarity.
[Insert Table 4.2 Here]
Table 4.3 presents model regression results o f industrial stock returns to several 
local macroeconomic risk factors for Canada for the period of January 1985 to December 
2004. The results show that the capitalization-weighted market index in Canada has a 
positive and significant effect in each relevant industry. The market beta coefficient varies 
from (0. 8991) in telecommunication (t=16.1131) to (0.6099) in utility (t=l 0.2929) both 
are at thel % level of significance. The results also suggest several significant relationships 
between macroeconomic risk factors and industry returns; however, the effect of each
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macroeconomic factor differs across industries. This can be attributed to the different 
characteristics o f each industry.
Economic intuition suggests a positive association between the industrial 
production economic factor and stock returns based on the assumption that any growth of 
industrial production improves economic conditions that will lead to higher stock returns. 
With regard to the industrial production, empirical studies have come up with 
inconclusive evidence. Hammao (1988) finds weak evidence of the presence of risk 
Premium in changes in monthly production, Poon and Taylor (1991) find a negative 
association between industrial production and stock returns in the UK, and Chen and 
Jordan (1993) find no association between that factor and stock returns. Our results are in 
line with Chen and Jordan (1993). The monthly industrial production in Canada (UIP-C) 
is found to have no significant relationship with any industry.
The two inflation related-factors in Canada, the unexpected inflation (UI-C) and 
the changes o f expected inflation (DEI-C) were not significant in any industry for the 
sample period. Empirical evidence suggests that asset returns should be protected against 
inflation; therefore the risk premium for any inflation factor should be a negative sign 
(e.g. Chen, Roll, and Ross 1986). In our study, signs for risk premia (although not 
significant) are consistent with Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) across industries except for 
the banking industry for the two inflation factors, UI-C and DEI-C. The positive sign of 
inflation risk premia for the two inflation factors (0.14851) and (0.1420), for UI-C and 
DEI-C respectively, regarding banking industry, implies that banking stocks are more 
valuable because their prices rise with more inflation.8
8 See for example Hammao (1988)
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The term structure series (UTS-C) is transformed into the first differences of the 
term structure( UTS (-l)-C) in order to overcome the nonstationarity problem. Results 
from Table 4.3 show that UTS (-l)-C has a negative effect at the 5% level of significance 
in the telecommunication industry in Canada (-6.2910) (t=-l .9285). On the other hand, no 
significant relationships have been found regarding that factor and the other four 
industries. Considering term structure as a measure of long-term real rate of interest, this 
negative and significant risk premium indicate that when the long term over short term 
rate increases, the telecommunication stock prices decline, ceteris paribus, implying that 
the telecommunication stocks are more valuable.9
Given the notion that the selected countries are highly involved in international 
trade, the foreign exchange risk factor is chosen in our study as an imperative 
macroeconomic factor that is expected to have an influence on industry stock returns. 
Previous studies examine the pricing of exchange risk in different national equity markets. 
They provide little support that exchanges rate risk has an effect on domestic markets. 
Moreover, Hammao (1988) reports that unanticipated foreign exchange changes do not 
have any pricing effect on of stocks listed in the Tokyo Stock Exchange. Since foreign 
exchange rates are measured in US dollars per national currency units, a positive change 
(UFX-C > 0) indicates depreciation of the dollar. A positive effect at the 1% level of 
significance on the telecommunication industry has been reported in table 4.3 regarding 
The foreign exchange rate risk (0.3597) (t=l .8395). According to this result, the 
telecommunication Industry benefits from depreciation of the US dollar against Canadian 
dollar and vice-versa.
9 See for example Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986)
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The effects of oil prices on stock returns have been investigated widely in the past 
and in the current studies. However, contradicting results have been found. For example, 
Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) find no significant relationship between oil price changes in 
the U.S. and equity stock market; Hammao (1988) finds that oil price changes are not 
priced in the Japanese stock market; and Chen and Jordan (1993) find a negative pricing 
effect o f oil price changes in the U.S. stock market. Moreover, Kavussanos, Marcoulis, 
and Arkoulis (2002) find varying pricing effects of oil price changes on different 
industries. Our results are more in line with Kavussanos, Marcoulis, and Arkoulis (2002). 
Table 4.3 shows that oil price change factor (UOG-G), has a positive effect on utility 
(0.0087) (t=l .8621) at the 10% level of significance, a negative effect on 
insurance (-0.1243) (t=-2.7976) at the 1% level of significance, and no significant 
relationship with the other industries. The positive relationship between oil price changes 
and utility can be justified; increasing of oil prices will lead to higher return for those 
companies who are working in the utility industry such as gas companies.
Fairly reasonable R2 (the coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of 
freedom) and DW (Durbin Watson) have been found across the five estimated models, 
which reflect the high explanatory power of the models and the low serial correlations. 
For the purpose of completeness, figure 4.1 shows movement o f the monthly returns of 
the Toronto SE-300 industries indices over the period of January 1985 to December 2004, 
while figure 4.2 shows movement of the Canada monthly macroeconomic risk factors 
over the same period.
[Insert Table 4.3 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.1 Here]
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[Insert Figure 4.2 Here]
Generally, as indicated in table 4.3, the results based on the multifactor models in 
Canada indicate that the riskiest industries, with respect to CWMKT-C, appear to be 
banking, insurance, and telecommunication industries, while the least risky industries are 
chemicals and utility. On the other hand, with respect to the macroeconomic factors, 
insurance, telecommunication, and utility seem to be the most risky industries among 
others. Finally, varying effects have been reported regarding the effects of 
macroeconomic factors on industry stock returns; for example, UOG-C has a negative 
effect on insurance stock returns at the 1% significance, but a positive effect on utility 
stock returns at the 10% level of significance.
Germany
Table 4.5 presents descriptive statistics for Germany capitalization-weighted 
market index and macroeconomic risk factors for the period of January 1985 to 
December 2004. The descriptive statistics in table 4.5 show that the unexpected changes 
in oil prices bear the highest risk as was observed in Canada, while the first difference of 
unexpected term structure bear the lowest level of risk as approximated by standard 
deviation. With regard to skewness statistic, the unexpected inflation, the changes of 
expected inflation, and the unexpected foreign exchange are positively skewed with the 
highest positive skewness found in the unexpected foreign exchange and the lowest in the 
changes in expected inflation, while the first difference unexpected term structure, 
unexpected changes in oil prices, and capitalization-weighted market index are negatively 
skewed with the highest negative skewness is found in the capitalization-weighted market
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index and the least in the unexpected changes in oil prices. As suggested by the Jarque- 
Bera statistics, except for changes in expected inflation and unexpected foreign exchange, 
all of the other unexpected macroeconomic risk factors exhibit significant departure from 
normality; therefore, the null hypothesis of normal distribution for those five 
macroeconomic series is rejected at the 1% level of significance. However the 
abnormality can be attributed to the existence of large numbers both positive and 
negative
within the sample period. As in the case of Canada, ADF statistic shows that except for 
unexpected term structure, all of the unexpected macroeconomic risk factors are 
stationary (series are all I (0)). The null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected at the 
l%level. However, the result for the unexpected term structure factor shows that 
unexpected term structure series are nonstationary at the level but stationary at the first 
difference (series are all I (1)). Therefore, the first difference of the unexpected term 
structure is utilized in model estimations to overcome nonstationarity.
[Insert Table 4.5 Here]
Table 4.6 presents the correlation matrix for Germany monthly capitalization- 
weighted market index and unexpected macroeconomic risk factors. Correlation results 
show' mild correlations among unexpected macroeconomic factors in Germany. The 
highest correlation is found between unexpected foreign exchange and capitalization- 
weighted market index (0.2392), and it is not significant. The results suggest that the 
factors are far from any sign of multicollinearity.
[Insert Table 4.6 Here]
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Table 4.7 presents industrial stock returns reactions to several local 
macroeconomic risk factors for Germany for the period January 1985 to December 2004. 
The results show that the capitalization-weighted market index in Germany, CWMKT-G 
has a positive and significant effect in each relevant industry. Moreover, the most sensitive 
industry to the market index is the insurance industry with market beta coefficient 
(1.2642) (t=21.0136), while utility industry is considered the least sensitive to the market 
index with market beta coefficient (0.5350) (t=12.8982), both at thel%  level of 
significance. With regard to the effect of macroeconomic risk factors on industry stock 
returns, some factors have significant pricing effects on industry returns and others do not 
seem to have any relationship with the industries at all.
Unexpected Industrial production (UIP-G), changes of expected inflation (DEI- 
G), and unexpected oil price changes (OG-G) were not found to have any significant 
relationship with any industry at any level of significance. On the other hand, significant 
relationships have been found among unexpected inflation (UI-G), the first difference of 
term structure (UTS (-l)-G), unexpected foreign exchange (UFX-G), and different 
industries’ stock returns.
For example, UI-G has a significant negative effect on insurance stock returns in 
Germany (-2.8993) (t=-2.3245) at the 5% level of significance, which implies that higher 
inflation may signal higher levels of economic uncertainty, which make investors worse 
off and lead to a decrease o f insurance stock returns. The term structure series (UTS-G) is 
transformed into the first differences o f the term structure (UTS (-l)-G) in order to 
overcome the nonstationarity problem. Results from Table 4.7 show that UTS (-l)-G  has 
a negative effect at the 5% level of significance in banking industry in Germany (-
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12.3785) (t=-2.2102). On the other hand, no significant relationships have been found 
regarding that factor and the other four industries. This negative and significant risk 
premium indicates that when long term over short term rate increases, the banking stock 
prices decline, ceteris paribus, implying that the banking stocks are more valuable in 
Germany.
As mentioned earlier, previous studies regarding the pricing effects o f foreign 
exchange risk factor have provided little support. In our study, foreign exchange risk 
factor in Germany (UFX-G) plays an important role in affecting significantly both 
banking and insurance industries. The negative effect regarding UFX-G on the banking 
industry (-0.2359) (t=-2.7260) implies that appreciation of the US dollar hurts banking 
stock returns in Germany. The same can be said about the effect of appreciation of the 
U.S. dollar on insurance stock returns. No other significant relationship between that 
factor and any other industry has been found.
Adjusted R and DW are fairly acceptable across the five estimated regressions in 
Germany, which signals high explanatory power of the models and weak indication for 
serial correlations. For the purpose of completeness, figure 4.3 shows movements of the 
monthly returns of the Germany CDAX industries indices over the period January 1985 
to December 2004, while figure 4.4 shows movement of the Germany monthly 
macroeconomic risk factors over the same period.
[Insert Table 4.7 Here]
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[Insert Figure 4.3 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.4 Here]
Overall, the results based on the multifactor model in Germany as indicated in 
table 4.7 indicate that the riskiest industries, with respect to CWMKT-G, appear to be 
banking and insurance industries, while the least risky industries are chemicals, 
telecommunications, and utility. On the other hand, with respect to the macroeconomic 
risk factors, banking and insurance still seems to be the most risky industries among 
others.
Japan
Table 4.9 presents descriptive statistics for Japan capitalization-weighted market 
index and macroeconomic risk factors for the period January 1985 to December 2004. 
The descriptive statistics in table 4.9 show that the unexpected changes in oil prices bear 
the highest risk as was observed in Canada and Germany, while the first difference of 
unexpected term structure bears the lowest level o f risk as approximated by the standard 
deviation. With regard to the skewness statistics, unexpected industrial production, 
unexpected inflation, and first difference of term structure are positively skewed with the 
highest positive skewness found in unexpected inflation and the lowest in first difference 
of term structure, while changes o f expected inflation, unexpected foreign exchanges, 
unexpected oil price changes, and capitalization-weighted market index are negatively 
skewed with the highest negative skewness found in unexpected foreign exchanges and 
the lowest in unexpected changes in oil prices. The Jarque-Bera statistics indicates that all 
unexpected macroeconomic risk factors exhibit significant departure from normality;
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therefore, the null hypothesis of normal distribution for those macroeconomic series is 
rejected at the 1% level o f significance. As indicated previously, the abnormality can be 
attributed to the existence of large numbers both positive and negative 
within the sample period. ADF statistics show that except for unexpected term structure, 
all of the unexpected macroeconomic risk factors are stationary (series are all I (0)). The 
null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected at the 1% level. However, the result for the 
unexpected term structure factor shows that unexpected term structure series are 
nonstationary at the level but stationary at the first difference (series are all I (1)). 
Therefore, the first difference of the unexpected term structure is utilized in models 
estimation to overcome nonstationarity
[Insert Table 4.9 Here]
Table 4.10 presents the correlation matrix for Japan monthly capitalization- 
weighted market index and unexpected macroeconomic risk factors. Mild correlation 
results have been shown among unexpected macroeconomic factors in Japan. The highest 
correlation is found between unexpected oil prices changes and changes in expected 
inflation (0.1653). The results suggest that the factors are far from any sign of 
multicollinearity.
[Insert Table 4.10 Here]
Table 4.11 presents industrial stock return reactions to several local 
macroeconomic risk factors for Japan for the period of January 1985 to December 2004. 
The results show that the capitalization-weighted market index in Japan (CWMKT-J) has 
significant positive effect in each relevant industry. Moreover, the most sensitive industry 
to the market index is the telecommunication industry with market beta coefficient
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(1.1396) (t=15.5005), while the utility industry is considered the least sensitive to the 
market index with market beta coefficient (0.6009) (t=9.8968), both at the 1% level of 
significance. In addition to that, several significant relationships have been found 
regarding the relationship between macroeconomic risk factors and industry stock returns; 
some factors have the same sign across industries, while others have different signs.
Monthly industrial production factor (UIP-J) is negatively related to insurance 
industry in Japan (-.2791) (t=-2.2635) at the 5% level o f significance. The results, 
however, contradict with the financial theory, which suggests positive association between 
industrial production and stock returns. No association has been found between that factor 
and other industries in Japan.
The unexpected inflation (UI-J) has a negative effect on utility industry (-2.6185) 
(t=-2.0076) at the 5% level of significance. The negative sign is consistent with the 
financial theory, which suggests that higher levels o f inflation negatively affect stock 
returns to a certain extent and vice-versa. The other inflation factor, the change of 
expected inflation (DEI-J) has a positive effect on chemicals industry (1.8106) (t=2.8903) 
at the 1% level of significance. The positive association between DEI-J and chemicals 
industry indicate that chemical stocks are more valuable.
The first difference term structure in Japan (UTS (-l)-J) has been found to have 
varying effects across all industries except for banking. In two of them, the effect is 
positive, namely chemicals (9.9309) (t=2.6275) at the 1% level of significance and 
telecommunications (13.5079) (1=1.8558) at the 10% level of significance. On the other 
hand, for the other two, the effect is negative, namely, insurance (-13.6707) (t=-2.4954) at 
the 1% level of significance, and utility (-0.3479) (t=-3.2362) at the 1% level of
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significance. As is the case for inflation-related factors, financial theory suggests a 
negative relationship between term structure and stock returns; however, the positive 
relationship is a proxy of more valuable stocks.
The foreign exchange risk factor (UFX-J) is found to have a negative effect on 
three industries; namely banking (-0.2308) (t=-2.1347) at the 5% level of significance, 
insurance (-0.2961) (t= -3.0232) at the 1% level o f significance, and utility (-0.3479) (t=- 
2362) at the 1% level of significance. The negative coefficients imply that as the dollar 
appreciates against the Japanese Yen stock prices for those three industries decreases.
In the case of unexpected oil price changes (UOG-J), a negative effect was 
observed in the chemicals industry (-0.0422) (t=-l .8358) at the 10% level of significance, 
and a positive effect on telecommunications industry (0.0931) (t=2.1026) at the 5% level 
of significance. The negative effect of oil prices on chemical industry is expected, because 
increasing oil prices implies lower returns for chemicals companies.
Acceptable R2 and DW are observed across the five estimated regressions in 
Japan, which signals high explanatory power of the models and weak signs for serial 
correlations. For the purpose of completeness, figure 4.5 shows movements of the 
monthly returns of the Japan TOPIX industries indices over the period January 1985 to 
December 2004, while figure 4.6 shows movement o f the Japan monthly macroeconomic 
risk factors over the same period.
[Insert Table 4.11 Flere]
[Insert Figure 4.5 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.6 Here]
Overall, the results based on the multifactor model in Germany as indicated in
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table 4.11 indicate that the riskiest industries, with respect to CWMKT-J, appear to be 
banking, telecommunication, chemicals, and insurance industries, while the least risky 
industries is the utility. On the other hand, with respect to the macroeconomic risk 
factors, all industries’ stock returns are significantly reacting to more than one or two 
economic factors. Finally, different economic factors have varying effects on different 
industries.
The United Kingdom
Table 4.13 presents descriptive statistics for U.K. capitalization-weighted market 
index and macroeconomic risk factors for the period January 1985 to December 2004. 
Table 4.13 shows that the unexpected changes in oil prices bear the highest risk, as was 
observed in Canada, Germany, and Japan, while the first difference of unexpected term 
structure bears the lowest level of risk as approximated by standard deviation. Skewness 
statistics show that unexpected inflation and changes o f expected inflation are positively 
skewed with the highest positive skewness found in unexpected inflation and the lowest 
in changes of expected inflation. The negatively skewed factors are unexpected industrial 
production, the first difference o f term structure, unexpected foreign exchanges, 
unexpected oil price changes, and capitalization-weighted market index with the highest 
negative skewness found in capitalization-weighted market index and the lowest in 
unexpected changes in oil prices. The Jarque-Bera statistics indicate that all of unexpected 
macroeconomic risk factors exhibit significant departure from normality; therefore, the 
null hypothesis of normal distribution for those macroeconomic series is rejected at the 
1 % level of significance. As indicated previously, the abnormality can be attributed to the
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existence of large numbers both positive and negative within sample period. The ADF 
statistics show that except for unexpected term structure, all o f the unexpected 
macroeconomic risk factors are stationary (series are all I (0)). The null hypothesis of a 
unit root is rejected at the 1% level. However, the result for the unexpected term structure 
factor shows that unexpected term structure series are nonstationary at the level but 
stationary at the first difference (series are all I (1)). Therefore, the first difference of the 
unexpected term structure is utilized in models estimation to overcome nonstationarity
[Insert Table 4.13 Here]
Table 4.14 presents the correlation matrix for U.K. monthly capitalization- 
weighted market index and unexpected macroeconomic risk factors. As reported, a mild 
correlation exists among the unexpected macroeconomic factors in the U.K. The highest 
correlation is found between unexpected industrial production and changes in expected 
inflation (0.1564). The results suggest that the factors do not have any sign of 
multicollinearity.
[Insert Table 4.14 Here]
Table 4.15 reports industrial stock returns reactions to several local 
macroeconomic risk factors for the U.K. over the period of January 1985 to December 
2004. The results show that the capitalization-weighted market index in the U.K. 
(CWMKT-UK) has a significant positive effect in every relevant industry. Moreover, the 
most sensitive industry to the market index is the insurance industry with market beta 
coefficient (1.2333) (t=16.7804), while the utility industry is considered the least sensitive 
to the market index with market beta coefficient (0.0618) (t= l3.1278), both at thel%  level
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of significance. With regard to the macroeconomic risk factors, some significant 
relationships have been found.
The banking industry has been found to have a significant positive constant, which 
implies that, the banking industry, on average, has been positive during the sample period, 
indicating under-pricing. The unexpected industrial production (UIP-UK), the changes in 
expected inflation (DEI-UK) and the unexpected foreign exchange (UFX-UK) are not 
found to have any significant association with any industry in the U.K. However, the same 
cannot be said about the other economic factors.
The unexpected inflation (UI-UK) has a negative effect on banking industry (- 
1.6830) (t=-1.7242) at the 10% level of significance. The negative sign is consistent with 
financial theory, which suggests that higher levels of inflation negatively affect stock 
returns. The first difference term structure (UTS (-l)-UK) has also a significant negative 
effect on utility industry (-9.0903) (t=-2.7317). In the case o f the unexpected changes of 
oil prices (UOG-UK), the telecommunication industry was the only industry to be affected 
by that factor with a coefficient value (-0.0730) (t=-2.0027).
As observed in Canada, Germany, and Japan R2 for the five estimated regressions 
in the U.K. are fairly high, which implies that most variations in the industries’ returns are 
explained by the local market index in addition to the local macroeconomic risk factors. 
DW is very close to 2; therefore the serial correlation problem is ignored. For the purpose 
of completeness, figure 4.7 shows movements of the monthly returns of the UK FTA 
industries’ indices over the period of January 1985 to December 2004, while figure 4.6 
shows movement o f the Japan monthly macroeconomic risk factors over the same period.
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[Insert Table 4.15 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.7 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.8 Here]
Generally, the regression results in the U.K., as reported in table 4.15, show the 
powerful effect of the local market index on each of the five industries with some 
reasonable effects regarding the local macroeconomic factors such as UI-UK, UTS (-1)- 
UK, and UOG-UK.
The United States
Table 4.17 presents descriptive statistics for the U.S. capitalization-weighted 
market index and macroeconomic risk factors for the period of January 1985 to 
December 2004. The descriptive statistics in table 4.17 show that the unexpected oil price 
changes bear the highest risk, while the first difference o f unexpected term structure bears 
the lowest level of risk as approximated by standard deviation. According to skewness 
statistics, unexpected industrial production, unexpected inflation, the first difference of 
term structure and unexpected foreign exchanges are positively skewed with the highest 
positive skewness found in the first difference of unexpected term structure and the 
lowest in the unexpected industrial production. Changes of expected inflation, unexpected 
oil price changes, and capitalization-weighted market index are negatively skewed with 
the highest negative skewness found in capitalization-weighted market index, and the 
lowest in unexpected oil prices changes. Unlike Canada, Germany, Japan, and the U.K., 
Jarque-Bera statistics show that most o f the macroeconomic factors are normally 
distributed except for unexpected oil price changes and capitalization-weighted market
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index. ADF statistics show that except for unexpected term structure, all of the 
unexpected macroeconomic risk factors are stationary (series are all I (0)). The null 
hypothesis of a unit root is rejected at the l%level. However, the result for the 
unexpected term structure factor shows that unexpected term structure series are 
nonstationary at the level but stationary at the first difference (series are all I (1)). 
Therefore, the first difference of the unexpected term structure is utilized in model 
estimation to overcome nonstationarity
[Insert Table 4.17 Here]
Table 4.18 presents the correlation matrix for the U.S. monthly capitalization- 
weighted market index and unexpected macroeconomic risk factors. As reported, there are 
no signs for significant correlations among the unexpected macroeconomic factors in U.S. 
The highest correlation (although not significant) is found between unexpected industrial 
production and capitalization-weighted market index (0.1847). The results suggest that 
the factors do not have any sign of multicollinearity.
[Insert Table 4.18 Here]
Table 4.19 reports industrial stock returns reactions to several local 
macroeconomic risk factors for U.S. over the period of January 1985 to December 2004. 
The results show that the capitalization-weighted market index in the U.S. (CWMKT- 
USA) has significant positive effects on each of the five industries. Moreover, the most 
sensitive industry to the market index is the chemicals industry with market beta 
coefficient (1.0092) (t=5.3538), while the utility industry is considered the least sensitive 
to the market index with market beta coefficient (0.4352) (t=7.1383), both at thel%  level
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of significance. Furthermore, the local macroeconomic risk factors in the U.S. have some 
significant associations with the industry stock returns.
The utility industry has been found to have a significant negative constant, which 
implies that the utility industry, on average, was negative during the sample period 
indicating over-pricing. The unexpected industrial production (UIP-USA), the changes of 
expected inflation (DEI-USA) and the unexpected oil price changes (UFX-USA) are not 
found to have any significant association with any industry in the U.S. However, the same 
cannot be said about the other economic factors.
The unexpected inflation (UI-USA) has a negative effect on banking industry (- 
2. 7200) (t=- l .6597) at the 10% level of significance. No other association has been found 
regarding that factor and the other industries in the U.S. The first difference of unexpected 
term structure (UTS (-l)-USA) was found to have a uniform negative effect across two of 
the industries; namely banking (-8.9090) (t=-l .6186) and utility (-20.0915) (t=-4.2872) at 
the 10% and the 1% level of significance, respectively. The foreign exchange risk factor 
(UFX-USA) has a positive effect on two industries; namely banking (0.2177) (t=-1.6861) 
at the 10% level of significance, and insurance (0.2240) (t= 1.6638) at the 10% level of 
significance. The positive coefficients imply that as the dollar appreciates against foreign 
currencies stock prices increase for those two industries.
Adjusted R varies from 25% to 51% across the five estimated regressions, which 
imply that most variations that occur in the industries’ returns are explained by the local 
market index in addition to the local macroeconomic risk factors. DW is very close to 2; 
therefore, the serial correlation problem is ignored. For the purpose of completeness, 
figure 4.9 shows movements of the monthly returns of the S&P 500 industries indices
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over the period January 1985 to December 2004, while figure 4.10 shows the movement 
of the U.S. monthly macroeconomic risk factors over the same period.
[Insert Table 4.19 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.9 Here]
[Insert Figure 4.10 Here]
Overall, the regression results in U.S., as reported in table 4.19, show the 
significant positive effect of the local market index on every relevant industry with some 
reasonable effects regarding the local macroeconomic factors such as UI-USA, UTS (-1)- 
USA, and UFX-USA.
4.2 Industry Stock Returns and Global Risk Factors
The global sources of risk and industry stock returns in international stock markets 
are examined using the world market index provided by Global Financial Data (GFD) as 
proxy for global risk factors to test its influence on stock returns’ indices for five local 
industries in five different countries. We conduct our analysis by estimating equation 2 
using OLS for the period January 1985 to December 2004.
Table 4.4, table 4.8, table 4.12, table 4.16, and table 4.20 report results of industrial 
stock returns’ reactions to the global market index for the period o f January 1985 to 
December 2004 in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S respectively. The 
results show significant positive beta coefficients associated with the world equity index 
regarding every industry across all countries. All beta coefficients are significant at the 1% 
level of significance. The results also show that the betas’ magnitudes are different across
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industries, which implies that the world market has different degrees of effects on different 
industries according to industries’ exposures to global markets. However, we find the 
power o f the world market index to explain the variations of industries excess returns 
across national equity markets is low. More specifically, the world market index can 
explain between 14% and 30% of the variation o f the monthly excess returns in Canada 
over the period January 1985 to December 2004, between 10% and 30% in Germany, 
between 11% and 29% in Japan, between 20% and 35% in the U.K., and between 17% 
and 36% in the U.S. Our results are consistent with Ferson and Harvey (1994), who find 
that the world market betas provide a poor explanation of the average returns across 
countries.
[Insert Table 4.4 Here]
[Insert Table 4.8 Here]
[Insert Table 4.12 Here]
[Insert Table 4.16 Here]
[Insert Table 4.20 Here]
For the purpose of completeness, Figure 4.11presents movement of the monthly 
returns o f the world market index over the period January 1985 to December 2004.
[Insert Figure 4.11 Here]
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Table 4.1
Summary Statistics for Canada CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Risk Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
Statistics UIP-C UI-C DEI-C UTS -C UFX-C UOG-C CWMKTC
Mean 6.05E-06 -4.67E-05 -3.74E-06 0.001016 5.07E-05 0.000136 -0.002968
Median -0.000224 -0.000108 7.81E-05 0.001146 0.000199 0.000655 -0.000898
Maximum 0.007472 0.009361 0.002180 0.003108 0.021015 0.209331 0.044569
Minimum -0.007686 -0.004574 -0.002631 -0.002400 -0.020227 -0.143719 -0.118127
Std. Dev. 0.002506 0.001327 0.000739 0.001312 0.006577 0.043168 0.020191
Skewness -0.194479 1.413054 -0.207730 -0.808862 0.139492 -0.021917 -1.472997
Kurtosis 3.927104 14.10360 3.628695 3.376241 3.634660 5.582723 9.308655
Jarque-Bera 9.434213 1225.251 5.300060 25.74684 4.485834 62.27555 452.4614
Probability 0.008941 0.000000 0.070649 0.000003 0.106148 0.000000 0.000000
ADF Test at
the level I (0) 
ADF Test at 
the 1st
***
-14.741
sfsfcsf:
-13.088 -9.759*** -2.079 -14.437***
***
-14.486
***
-13.463
difference 1(1) -12.714*** -12.289*** -14.591*** -11.099 -10.044*** -9.824 -10.521***
Observations 224 224 224 224 224 224 224
Note: The ADF Test is Augmented Dickey- Fuller Unit Root Test. The ADF test is a test o f stationary. The critical values for ADF test are
-2.5677, -2.8632, and -3.4359 for significant levels o f  10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. *, **, *** Denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% level,
Respectively.
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Table 4.2
Correlation Matrix for Canada Monthly CW Market Index and Unexpected Macroeconomic Risk
Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-C UI-C DEI-C UTS (-l)-C UFX-C UOG-C CWMKT-C
UIP-C
UI-C 
DEI-C 
UTS (-l)-C 
UFX-C
1
0.1456
0.0483
-0.0286
0.3452
1
0.0501
-0.0312
-0.0527
1
0.0428
0.0799
1
-0.1340 1
UOG-C 0.2353 0.2198 0.0589 0.0686 -0.0833 1
CWMKT-C -0.1187 -0.0425 -0.0137 -0.0052 -0.3312 0.0380 1
Note: local macroeconomic risk factors for Canada are unexpected industrial production (UIP-C), unexpected inflation (UI-C), Changes 
In expected inflation (DEI-C), the first difference o f  unexpected term structure (UTS (-1)), unexpected Foreign exchange (UFX-C), 
Unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-C), and capitalization-weighted Toronto SE-300 return Index (CWMKT-C).
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Table 4.3
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions to Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors for Canada
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant UIP-C UI-C DEI-C UTS (-l)-C UFX-C UOG-C CWMKT-C N R2.adj DW r 2m k t
Banks 0.0015
(1.2890)
-0.5469
(-1.0118)
0.14851
(1.6409)
01420
(0.0912)
-2.9233
(-0.8296)
-0.0409
(-0.1936)
0.0068
(0.2348)
0.8260
(13.7049)***
213 0.5038 1.9369 .5042
Chemicals -0.0009
(-0.6039)
0.2319
(0.3116)
-0.5753
(-0.4616)
-0.2564
(-0.1196)
0.5391
(0.1111)
0.1739
(0.5981)
-0.0344
(-0.8703)
0.7362
(8.7713)***
213 0.2718 1.8241 .2852
Insurance -0.0002
(-0.1567)
1.0042
(-1.2015)
-0.1796
(-0.1283)
-0.5805
(-0.2411)
-0.5357
(-0.0983)
0.4715
(1.4437)
-0.1243 
(- 2.7976)***
0.8325
(8.9339)***
213 0.2961 1.9201 .2601
Telecomm
unications
-0.0007
(-0.7267)
-0.2324
(-0.4645)
-0.3290
(-0.3927)
-1.5983
(-1.1087)
-6.2910
(-1.9285)**
0.3597
(1.8395)*
-0.0077
(-0.2894)
0.8991
(16.1131)***
213 0.5678 2.805 .5238
Utility -0.0004
(-0.4247)
-0.3085
(-0.5805)
-0.6194
(-0.6960)
0.4869
(0.3180)
-0.7371
(-0.2127)
-0.1206
(-0.5808)
0.0087
(1.8621)*
0.6099
(10.2929)***
213 0.3667 1.9842 .3825
Note: independent variables are unexpected industrial production (UIP-C), unexpected inflation rate (UI-C), changes in expected inflation (DEI-C), unexpected term structure (UTS (-1)- 
C), unexpected foreign exchange rate (UFX-C), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-C), and capitalization - weighted stock market index represented by SE-300 index (CWMKT-C). T- 
values (in parenthesis). N  is the number o f  observations for each local industry. DW is Durbin-Watson statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% level respectively. R2 
is the coefficient o f  determination adjusted for degrees o f  freedom.
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Table 4.4
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions in Canada to Global Market Risk
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant WMKT N R2. adj DW
Banks -0.0027
(-2.0248)**
0.2757
(9.0058)*** 228 0.2608 1.8533
Chemicals -0.0036.
(-0.2276)**
0.2317
(6.3047)*** 228 0.1458 1.9299
Insurance -0.0034
(-1.8942)**
0.29908
(7.1064) 228 0.1790 1.4914
Telecommuni
cations
-0.0044
(-3.3229)***
0.2974
(10.0729)*** 228 0.3067 2.0937
Utility -0.0037
(-3.0947)***
0.2226
(8.3080)***
228 0.2305 1.4883
Note: Independent variable is the world market index (WMKT) provided by Global Financial Data (GFD), 
N is the number o f  observations for each Local industry in Canada. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination 
adjusted for degrees o f  freedom. DW is the Durbin Watson Statistic. , **, *** Denote significance at the 
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Table 4.5
Summary Statistics for Germany CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Risk Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-G UI-G DEI-G UTS (-1))-G UFX-G UOG-G CWMKT-G
Mean -0.000297 5.71E-06 -1.85E-07 -3.27E-06 8.93E-05 0.000136 -0.002856
Median 0.000186 -9.30E-05 8.28E-05 0.000000 -0.000172 0.000655 -0.000187
Maximum 0.040047 0.004779 0.002946 0.000508 0.044617 0.209331 0.073870
Minimum -0.042421 -0.006986 -0.002526 -0.001083 -0.035313 -0.143719 -0.120542
Std. Dev. 0.009320 0.001264 0.000922 0.000196 0.013037 0.043168 0.027285
Skewness 0.019806 0.216527 0.005717 -0.783532 0.216607 -0.021917 -0.908526
Kurtosis 6.041093 8.278050 3.572397 7.056052 3.456990 5.582723 5.678101
Jarque-Bera 86.33161 261.7566 3.059181 176.4677 3.700797 62.27555 97.75642
Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.216624 0.000000 0.157175 0.000000 0.000000
ADF Test at
the level I (0) -15.366*** -14.079*** -6.322*** -1.989 -13.123*** -14.486*** -14.269***
ADF Test at 
the 1st
difference 1(1) -10.379*** -10.546*** -8.026*** -14.494*** -10.710*** -9.824*** -11.787***
Observations 224 224 224 224 224 224 224
Note: The ADF Test is Augmented Dickey- Fuller Unit Root Test. The ADF test is a test o f stationary. The critical values for ADF test are
-2.5677, -2.8632, and -3.4359 for significant levels o f 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. *, **, *** Denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% level,
Respectively.
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Table 4.6
Correlation Matrix for Germany CW Market Tndex and Macroeconomic Risk Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-G UI-G DEI-G UTS (-l)-G UFX-G UOG-G CWMKT-G
UIP-G 1
UI-G -0.0209 1
DEI-G -0.0307 -0.0469 1
UTS-G -0.1058 -0.0019 0.0068 1
UFX-G -0.0065 0.0276 0.1046 0.0304 1
UOG-G 0.0685 0.0771 0.0715 0.0790 -0.0281 1
CWMKT-G 0.0424 0.0065 -0.0234 -0.0734 0.2392 -0.1562 1
Note: local macroeconomic risk factors for Germany are unexpected industrial production (UIP-G), unexpected Inflation (UI-G), 
Changes in expected inflation (DEI-G), the first difference o f  unexpected term structure (UTS (-l)-G ), Unexpected Foreign exchange 
(UFX-G), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-G), and capitalization-weighted Germany CD AX return Index (CWMKT-G).
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Table 4.7
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions to Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors for Germany
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant UIP-G UI-G DEI-G UTS (-l)-G UFX-G UOG-G CWMKT-G N R2. adj DW R2
MKT
Banks 0.0006
(0.6133)
-0.0329
(-0.2791)
-0.4658
(-0.5386)
1.0528
(0.8826)
-12.3785
(-2.2102)**
-0.2359
(-2.7260)***
0.0297
(1.1523)
1.0263
(24.6066)***
224 0.7398 2.0514 .7217
Chemicals 0.0016
(1.5376)
-0.0309
(-0.2681)
-1.2380
(-1.4643)
0.7359
(0.6309)
2.3795
(0.4345)
0.0243
(0.2878)
-0.0325
(-1.2920)
0.8474
(20.7809)***
224 0.6830 2.0088 .6713
Insurance 0.0002
(0.1658)
0.2631
(1.5474)
-2.8993
(-2.3245)**
0.3064
(0.1781)
-2.5148
(-0.3113)
-0.2458
(-1.9686)**
-0.0003
(-0.0096)
1.2642
(21.0136)***
224 0.6789 2.2430 .6766
Telecomm
unications
-0.0021
(-0.8140)
0.0805
(0.2913)
1.6588
(0.8172)
-0.1298
(-0.0425)
10.6607
(0.7547)
-0.1543
(-0.7361)
-0.0749
(-1.2506)
0.8793
(8.3940)***
203 0.2660 2.0518 .2757
Utility 0.0014
(1.3336)
-0.0201
(-0.1717)
-0.0761
(-0.0885)
0.2461
(0.2075)
-8.9707
(-1.6106)
-0.0799
(-0.9287)
-0.0017
(-0.0684)
0.5350
(12.8982)***
224 0.4411 1.8989 .4461
Note: independent variables are unexpected industrial production (UIP-G), unexpected inflation rate (UI-G), changes in expected inflation (DEI-G), unexpected term structure (UTS 
(-l)-G ), unexpected foreign exchange rate (UFX-G), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-G), and capitalization - weighted stock market index represented by Toronto SE-300 index 
(CWMKT-G). T- Values (in parenthesis). N  is the number o f  observations for each local industry. DW  is Durbin-Watson statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% 
level respectively. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination adjusted for degrees o f  freedom.
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Table 4.8
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions in Germany to Global Market Risk
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant WMKT N R2. adj DW
Banks -0.0031
(-1.7792)*
0.3865
(9.6403)*** 239 0.2786 2.0852
Chemicals -0.0020
(-1.3343)
0.3264
(9.4100)*** 239 0.2689 2.1194
Insurance -0.0044
(-1.5354)
0.3451
(5.0462)*** 239 0.1080 2.0021
Telecommuni
cations
-0.0044
(-3.3229)
0.2974
(10.0729)*** 203 0.3067 2.0937
Utility -0.0047
(-2.2757)**
0.3959
(8.4997)***
239 0.2303 1.9145
Note: Independent variable is the world market index (WMKT) provided by Global Financial Data (GFD), 
N is the number o f  observations for each Local industry in Germany. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination 
adjusted for degrees o f  freedom. DW  is the Durbin Watson Statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Table 4.9
Summary Statistics for Japan CW Market Tndex and Macroeconomic Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
Statistics UIP-J UI-J DEI-J UTS (-l)-J UFX-J UOG-J CWMKT-J
Mean -3.18E-05 -2.10E-07 -3.13E-06 6.26E-06 0.000234 0.000136 -0.002024
Median -0.000378 -2.70E-05 7.84E-05 -5.62E-06 0.000377 0.000655 -0.001705
Maximum 0.062196 0.006816 0.003110 0.001115 0.038839 0.209331 0.065707
Minimum -0.051077 -0.002948 -0.003765 -0.000969 -0.069907 -0.143719 -0.106069
Std. Dev. 0.011432 0.001199 0.001572 0.000260 0.014505 0.043168 0.025443
Skewness 0.229798 0.975386 -0.307200 0.172218 -0.579027 -0.021917 -0.308764
Kurtosis 7.630693 7.353264 2.182665 6.530006 5.141372 5.582723 3.963548
Jarque-Bera 202.1091 212.3933 9.758230 117.4094 55.31458 62.27555 12.22450
Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.007604 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.002216
ADF Test at
the Level I (0) -13.613***
***
-14.977 -8.585*** -2.454
***
-15.007 -14.486*** -14.414***
ADF Test at
the 1st
difference 1(1) -16.234*** -9.669*** -10.505*** -19.035***
***
-11.757 -9.824*** -13.629***
Observations 224 224 224 224 224 224 224
Note: The ADF Test is Augmented Dickey- Fuller Unit Root Test. The ADF test is a test o f stationary. The critical values for ADF test are
-2.5677, -2.8632, and -3.4359 for significant levels o f  10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. *, **, *** Denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% level,
Respectively
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Table 4.10
Correlation Matrix for Japan CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-J UI-J DEI-J UTS (-l)-J UFX-J UOG-J CWMKT-J
UIP-J
UI-J 
DEI-J 
UTS (-l)-J 
UFX-J
1
-0.0003
-0.0266
-0.0368
-0.0523
1
-0.0159
-0.1369
-0.0958
1
-0.1115
-0.0350
1
0.0414 1
UOG-J 0.1084 -0.0481 0.1653 -0.0658 -0.1144 1
CWMKT-J 0.0019 -0.0706 0.0219 0.0518 -0.0734 0.0088 1
Note: local macroeconomic risk factors for Japan are unexpected industrial production (UIP-J), unexpected Inflation (UI-J), 
Changes in expected inflation (DEI-J), the first difference o f  unexpected term structure (UTS (-l)-J), Unexpected Foreign 
Exchange (UFX-J), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-J), and capitalization-weighted Japan TOPIX return Index 
(CWMKT-J).
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Table 4.11
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions to Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors for Japan
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant UIP-J UI-J DEI-J UTS (-l)-J UFX-J UOG-J CWMKT-J N R". adj DW R2
MKT
Banks -0.0006
(-0.4453)
-0.0587
(-0.4317)
1.7736
(1.3521)
-0.3090
(-0.3083)
-9.2965
(-1.5376)
-0.2308
(-2.1347)**
0.0363
(0.9892)
1.0968
(17.9604)” *
224 0.0.5977 2.1039 .5911
Chemicals 0.0001
(0.2046)
0.0921
(1.0828)
-1.1432
(-1.3941)
1.8106
(2.8903)***
9.9309
(2.6275)***
0.0795
(1.1768)
-0.0422
(-1.8358)*
0.9447
(24.7467)***
224 0.7434 2.0471 .7186
Insurance 0.0007
(0.5358)
-0.2791
(-2.2635)**
-0.8442
(-0.71.3)
0.1208
(0.1331)
-13.6707
(-2.4954)***
-0.2961
(-3.0232)***
-0.0397
(-1.1918)
0.9492
(17.1531)***
224 0.5870 1.8802 .5573
Telecomm
unications
-0.0011
(-0.5957)
0.0134
(0.0819)
0.6537
(0.4140)
-0.8653
(-0.7173)
13.5079
(1.8558)*
-0.0856
(-0.6578)
0.0931
(2.1026)**
1.1396
(15.5005)’**
224 0.5276 2.0689 .5054
Utility -0.0005
(-0.3376)
-0.0980
(-0.7242)
-2.6185
(-2.0076)**
-0.3963
(-0.3977)
-21.5669
(-3.5875)***
-0.3479
(-3.2362)***
-0.0568
(-1.5533)
0.6009
(9.8968)***
224 0.0.3542 1.8869 .2866
Note: independent variables are unexpected industrial production (UIP-J), unexpected inflation rate (UI-J, changes in expected inflation (DEI-J), unexpected term structure (UTS (-1)- 
J) unexpected foreign exchange rate (UFX-J), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-J), and capitalization - weighted stock market index represented by Japan TOPIX index 
(CWMKT-J). T- Values (in parenthesis). N  is the number o f  observations for each local industry. DW is Durbin-Watson statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% 
level respectively. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination adjusted for degrees o f  freedom.
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Table 4.12
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions in Japan to Global Market Risk
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant WMKT N R2. adj DW
Banks -0.0047
(-2.2757)**
0.3958
(8.4997) 239 0.2303 1.9145
Chemicals -0.0030.
(-2.0080)**
0.3474
(10.0845)*** 239 0.2973 2.1253
Insurance -0.0028
(-1.5617)
0.4114
(9.8459)*** 239 0.2873 1.8800
Telecommuni
cations
-0.0053
(-2.3626)**
0.4337
(8.4816)*** 239 0.2296 1.9509
Utility -0.0021
(-1.1462)
0.2360, _ _ _ _ *** 
(5.6327)
239 0.1143 2.0762
Note: Independent variable is the world market index (WMKT) provided by Global Financial Data (GFD), 
N is the number o f  observations for each Local industry in Japan. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination 
adjusted for degrees o f  freedom. DW is the Durbin Watson Statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Table 4.13
Summary Statistics for UK CW Market Tndex and Macroeconomic Factors 
(January 1985 to December 2004)
Statistics UIP-UK UI-UK DEI-UK UTS (-l)-UK UFX-UK UOG-UK
CWMKT-
UK
Mean -6.51E-05 -7.94E-07 -1.14E-05 3.35E-06 -0.000173 0.000136 -0.004080
Median 0.000775 3.85E-05 -0.000409 3.46E-06 -0.000413 0.000655 -0.001414
Maximum 0.034079 0.005153 0.006770 0.001196 0.031530 0.209331 0.046144
Minimum -0.030008 -0.003539 -0.006733 -0.001679 -0.050852 -0.143719 -0.141750
Std. Dev. 0.010654 0.001113 0.002190 0.000335 0.011767 0.043168 0.021208
Skewness -0.091032 0.281901 0.121857 -0.275089 -0.511773 -0.021917 -1.524664
Kurtosis 3.299223 5.035886 3.286474 6.820032 4.855415 5.582723 10.10392
Jarque-Bera 1.145032 41.65190 1.320328 139.0232 41.90864 62.27555 557.7983
Probability 0.564104 0.000000 0.516767 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
ADF Test at
the Level I (0) -14.395
**#
-14.367 -3.920 -1.794
***
13.939
***
-14.486 -14.498
ADF Test at 
the 1st
difference 1(1)
***
13.975 -12.314*** -13.571
***
-15.213
***
-10.166 9.824 12.059
Observations 224 224 224 224 224 224 224
Note: The ADF Test is Augmented Dickey- Fuller Unit Root Test. The ADF test is a test of stationary. The critical values for ADF test are
-2.5677, -2.8632, and -3.4359 for significant levels o f 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. *, **, *** Denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%
level, respectively.
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Table 4.14
Correlation Matrix for UK CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Factors 
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-UK UI-UK DEI-UK UTS (-1)-UK UFX-UK UOG-UK CWMKT-UK
UIP-UK 1
UI-UK 0.0364 1
DEI-UK 0.1564 -0.0775 1
UTS (-1)-UK 0.0787 -0.1888 0.1465 1
UFX-UK 0.0254 0.1175 0.0091 -0.1046 1
UOG-UK 0.1457 0.0621 0.0687 0.0514 0.0191 1
CWMKT-UK -0.0514 -0.0312 -0.0081 -0.0179 -0.1916 -0.0994 1
Note: local macroeconomic risk factors for UK  are unexpected industrial production (UIP- uk), unexpected Inflation (UI- uk), 
Changes in expected inflation (DEI- uk), the first difference o f  unexpected term structure (UTS (-l)-uk), Unexpected Foreign 
Exchange (UFX- uk), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG- uk), and capitalization-weighted UK FTA all shares return Index 
(CWMKT-UK).
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Table 4.15
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions to Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors for UK
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant UIP-UK UI-UK DEI-UK UTS (-1)- 
UK
UFX-UK UOG-UK CWMKT-
UK
N R2. adj DW r 2m k t
Banks 0.0025
(2.3966)**
0.0852
(0.8383)
-1.6830
(-1.7242)*
-0.1365
(-0.2762)
1.6429
(0.5025)
-0.0497
(-0.5375)
-00247
(-0.9937)
1.1922
(23.36)*"
224 0.7231 1.8859 .7103
Chemicals -0.0009
(-0.7605)
-01374
(-1.1790)
0.9298
(0.8306)
-0.6708
(-1.1834)
-0.1625
(-0.0433)
-0.0335
(-0.3167)
0.0333
(1.1655)
1.0423
(17.8098)***
224 0.5975 1.9541 .5888
Insurance -0.0021
(-1.3798)
-0.1571
(-1.0735)
1.1806
(0.8398)
0.5047
(0.7090)
-1.7037
(-0.3618)
-0.0714
(-0.5363)
-0.0140
(-0.3914)
1.2333
(16.7804)***
224 0.5716 1.8136 .5632
Telecomm
unications
-0.0001
(-0.0698)
0.1412
(0.9500)
1.0131
(0.7095)
0.4720
(0.6528)
0.8044
(0.1682)
0.1870
(1.3832)
-0.0730
(-2.0027)**
1.0124
(13.5623)***
224 0.4594 1.8591 .4566
Utility -0.0007
(-0.6670)
-0.0099
(-0.0962)
-0.1622
(-0.1632)
0.1764
(0.3506)
-9.0903
(-2.7317)***
0.0325
(0.3461)
0.0307
(1.2108)
0.6818
(13.1278)***
224 0.4462 2.1542 .4414
Note: independent variables are unexpected industrial production (UEP-UK), unexpected inflation rate (UI-UK), changes in expected inflation (DEI-UK), unexpected term structure (UTS 
(-l)-U K ), unexpected foreign exchange rate (UFX-UK), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-UK, and capitalization - weighted stock market index represented by UK FTA index 
(CWMKT-UK). T- Values (in parenthesis). N  is the number o f  observations for each local industry. DW  is Durbin-Watson statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% 
level respectively. R2 is the coefficient o f determination adjusted for degrees o f  freedom.
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Table 4.16
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions in UK to Global Market Risk
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant WMKT N R*. adj DW
Banks -0.0041
(-2.6826)
0.4043
(11.4812)*** 239 0.3546 2.0123
Chemicals -0.0070.
(-4.5970)***
0.3474
(10.0099)*** 239 0.2941 2.0876
Insurance -0.0087
(-4.7363)***
0.4264
(10.2071)*** 239 0.3024 1.9006
Telecommuni
cations
-0.0063
(-3.7940)
0.3954
(10.5414)*** 239 0.3163 2.0079
Utility -0.0044
(-3.4373)
0.2175
(7.6184)***
227 0.2015 2.1220
Note: Independent variable is the world market index (WMKT) provided by Global Financial Data (GFD), 
N is the number o f  observations for each Local industry in UK. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination 
adjusted for degrees o f  freedom. DW is the Durbin Watson Statistic. , , Denote significance at the 
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Table 4.17
Summary Statistics for USA CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
Statistics UIP-USA UI-USA DEI-USA
UTS (-1)- 
USA UFX-USA UOG-USA
CWMKT-
USA
Mean 3.02E-05 2.10E-05 9.74E-06 2.75E-06 0.000184 0.000136 -0.000672
Median 0.000203 -2.13E-05 -1.13E-05 -2.50E-05 -0.000576 0.000655 0.001826
Maximum 0.007379 0.003255 0.001689 0.000783 0.037743 0.209331 0.049090
Minimum -0.006238 -0.002171 -0.002922 -0.000592 -0.024628 -0.143719 -0.110980
Std. Dev. 0.002022 0.000837 0.000768 0.000251 0.010654 0.043168 0.019839
Skewness 0.083244 0.227828 -0.228379 0.406355 0.262282 -0.021917 -1.152455
Kurtosis 3.573555 3.601783 3.216184 3.222420 3.597715 5.582723 7.117797
Jarque-Bera 3.329048 5.317813 2.383396 6.626364 5.902686 62.27555 207.8427
Probability 0.189281 0.070025 0.303705 0.036400 0.052269 0.000000 0.000000
ADF Test at
the Level I (0) -15.194*** -15.058***
***
-12.212 -2.256
***
-12.916
***
-14.486
***
-15.323
ADF Test at
the 1st
difference 1(1)
***
-11.494 -11.898 -10.812 -13.918*** -11.023*** -9.824*** -11714***
Observations 224 224 224 224 224 224 224
Note: The ADF Test is Augmented Dickey- Fuller Unit Root Test. The ADF test is a test o f stationary. The critical values for ADF test are
-2.5677, -2.8632, and -3.4359 for significant levels o f 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. *, **, *** Denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%
level, respectively
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Table 4.18
Correlation Matrix for USA CW Market Index and Macroeconomic Factors
(January 1985 to December 2004)
UIP-USA UI-USA DEI-USA
UTS (-1)- 
USA UFX-USA UOG-USA
CWMKT-
USA
UIP-USA
1
0.0158
-0.0139
0.1225
0.0313
0.0220
-0.1847
UI-USA
DEI-USA
UTS (-l)-USA
UFX-USA
UOG-USA
CWMKT-USA
1
-0.0160
0.0383
-0.0008
-0.0044
-0.1520
1
-0.0226
0.0839
0.0232
0.0230
1
0.0663
-0.0052
-0.1456
1
-0.0584
0.1078
1
-0.0835 1
Note: local macroeconomic risk factors for U SA  are unexpected industrial production (UIP- USA), unexpected Inflation (UI- 
USA), Changes in expected inflation (DEI- USA ), the first difference o f  unexpected term structure (UTS (-l)-U SA ), 
Unexpected Foreign Exchange (UFX- USA), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG- USA), and capitalization-weighted 
S&P500 return Index.
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Table 4.19
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions to Local Macroeconomic Risk Factors for USA
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant UIP-
USA
UI-USA DEI-
USA
UTS (-1)- 
USA
UFX-USA UOG-USA CWMKT-
USA
N R2. adj DW R2
MKT
Banks -0.0001
(-0.0743)
-0.6178
(-0.9007)
-2.7200
(-1.6597)*
1.8876
(1.0648)
-8.9090
(-1.6186)
0.2177
(1.6861)*
-0.0334
(-1.0611)
0.9668
(13.5024)***
224 0.5111 2.2818 .5046
Chemicals -0.0001
(-0.1222)
0.5025
(0.7982)
2.1838
(1.4517)
-0.3507
(-0.2155)
5.3364
(1.0562)
-0.1443
(-1.2177)
-0.0072
(-0.2511)
1.0092
(5.3538)***
224 0.5153 2.3570 .5192
Insurance 0.0003
(0.2255)
-0.1747
(-0.2588)
0.3597
(0.2246)
-0.1296
(-0.0749)
-10.1239
(-1.8016)*
0.2240
(1.6638)*
-0.0452
(-1.5105)
0.9405
(12.2499)***
182 0.4815 2.3802 .4762
Telecomm
unications
-0.0018
(-1.3881)
-0.2846
(-0.4200)
-1.6747
(-1.0342)
-0.1188
(-0.0678)
6.0207
(1.1071)
-0.0113
(-0.0887)
-0.0124
(-0.4008)
0.7975
(11.2719)***
224 0.3814 1.9972 .3982
Utility -0.0021
(-1.8645)*
0.1886
(0.3230)
0.8194
(0.5872)
0.1539
(0.1020)
-20.0915
(-4.2872)***
-0.0554
(-0.5046)
-0.0103
(-0.3842)
0.4352
(7.1383)***
224 0.2533 1.9793 .2213
Note: independent variables are unexpected industrial production (UIP-USA), unexpected inflation rate (UI-USA), changes in expected inflation (DEI-USA), unexpected term structure 
(UTS (-l)-U SA ), unexpected foreign exchange rate (UFX-USA), unexpected oil prices changes (UOG-USA), and capitalization - weighted stock market index represented by S&P500 
index (CWMKT-USA). T- Values (in parenthesis). N  is the number o f  observations for each local industry. DW is Durbin-Watson statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 10%, 
5%, 1% level respectively. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination adjusted for degrees o f  freedom.
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Table 4.20
Industrial Stock Returns Reactions in USA to Global Market Risk
(January 1985 To December 2004)
Industry Constant WMKT N R*. adj DW
Banks -0.0026
(-1.6607)*
0.3389
(9.4562)*** 239 0.2708 2.1242
Chemicals -0.0020.
(-1.5111)
0.3606
(11.6478) 239 0.3613 2.4694
Insurance -0.0011
(-0.7064)
0.3337
(8.9217)*** 182 0.3027 2.3471
Telecommuni
cations
-0.0035
(-2.5760)**
0.2949
(9.4384) 239 0.2701 2.0866
Utility -0.0032
X- A  M S *  .  — X ***(-2.7342)
0.1883
(7.1403)***
239 0.1735 1.9867
Note: Independent variable is the world market index (WMKT) provided by Global Financial Data (GFD), 
N is the number o f  observations for each Local industry in USA. R2 is the coefficient o f  determination 
adjusted for degrees o f  freedom. DW is the Durbin Watson Statistic. *, **, *** Denote significance at the 
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
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Figure 4.1
Movement of the monthly Returns of the Toronto SE-300 Industries Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.2
Movement of the Canada Monthly Microeconomic Risk Factors Indices 
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.3
Movement of the Monthly Returns of the Germany CDAX Industries Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.4
Movement o f the Germany Monthly Macroeconomic Risk Factors indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.5
Movement of the Monthly Returns of the Japan TOPIX Industries Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.6
Movement of the Japan Monthly Macroeconomic Risk Factors Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.7
Movement of the Monthly Returns of the UK FTA all shares Industries Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.8
Movement of the UK Monthly Macroeconomic Risk Factors Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.9
Movement of the Monthly Returns of the S&P 500 Industries Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Figure 4.10
Movement of the USA Monthly Macroeconomic Risk Factors Indices
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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4.11
Movement of the Monthly Returns of the World Market Index 
(January 1985 to December 2004)
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Chapter 5 
Discussions and Conclusions
This dissertation studies the local and global sources o f risk and industries stock 
returns across national equity markets. We examine several local and global economic risk 
factors and ask whether and to what extent these risk factors can explain the variation in 
the industries’ stock returns of five countries, namely Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., 
and the U.S. Specifically, the main objective of this dissertation is to find answers for 
three main questions: First, whether and to what extent do returns on local industries 
respond to changes in local macroeconomic risk factors? Second, whether and to what 
extent do returns on local industries respond to changes in global risk factors? Third, is the 
effect on industry stock returns similar across countries? For this purpose, several local 
macroeconomic risk factors are constructed in each market. The local macroeconomic 
factors used are initially guided by the basic economic theory of asset pricing that would 
be appropriate regardless of the location o f the market as possible explanatory factors of 
local industry stock returns. These macroeconomic risk factors are: industrial production, 
inflation, changes of expected inflation, term structure, foreign exchange rate, oil prices, in 
addition to the returns on national equity market portfolio. We also use the capitalization- 
weighted world market index provided by The Global Financial Data (GFD) as proxy for 
the global risk factors. We examine returns of five different industries common to each 
country for which data is available. The industry indices chosen in the study came from 
the same source, The Global Financial Data that utilizes the same procedure to allocate 
firms into industry groups in each country, which helps us to match industries across
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countries. The industries chosen are banking, chemicals, insurance, telecommunication, 
and utilities.
In the spirit o f Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986), Hammao (1988), and Poon and Taylor 
(1991), we employ a multifactor pricing model to investigate the effects of the local 
macroeconomic risk factors on industries stock returns in Canada, Germany, Japan, the 
U.K., and the U.S. We also employ a single factor model to test the effect of global risk 
factors represented by the world market index on industries stock returns across the 
previous national markets. The single factor model is a global version o f the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharp (1964) and Lintner (1965).
The results based on the multifactor model show that local risk factors have a 
strong explanatory power in accounting for the variations of the monthly industries excess 
return in the five countries. Specifically, they explain between 27% and 56% of the return 
in Canada, between 26% and 73% in Germany, between 35% and 74% in Japan, between 
44% and 72% in the U.K., and between 25% and 51% in the U.S. over the period of 
January 1985 to December 2004. The least explanatory power of the multifactor pricing 
models are found in the U.S., the reason for that might be because the U.S. industries 
stock markets are more globally oriented.
Comparing R2 in tables 4.3,4.7, 4.11, 4.15, and 4.19 where the local market excess 
return is the only explanatory factor with R2 of the multifactor model, we conclude that 
the local market excess return is the most important explanatory factor among local risk 
factors. Any variations in the market excess return will directly affect industries’ stock 
return in the same direction. Adding the macroeconomic factors increases the explanatory 
power of the estimated models. However, the riskiest industry, varies across countries
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with respect to the market. For example, the most sensitive industries to the local market 
are banking, insurance, and telecommunications in Canada; banking and insurance in 
Germany; banking and telecommunications in Japan; banking, chemicals, insurance, and 
telecommunications in the U.K; and chemicals in the U.S.
With respect to the local macroeconomic risk factors, significant relationships have 
been found regarding the relationship between macroeconomic risk factors and industry 
stock returns in the five national markets, some factors have a uniform effect across 
industries, while others do not. More precisely, in Canada and Japan, some economic 
factors have a significant an varied effect across industries, supporting the idea that 
coefficients can differ according to the industry. Looking at the coefficients in more detail, 
both intuitive and surprising results emerge. For example, in Canada, the unexpected 
changes in oil prices (UOG-C) has a significant positive effect on utility industry, implying 
that any change in oil prices will significantly affect stock prices o f the utility companies in 
the same direction. This result is consistent with financial intuition. On the other hand, the 
same factor has a significant negative effect on the insurance industry. In Japan, the 
unexpected changes in oil prices, UOG-C, has a significant positive effect on 
telecommunications, while having a significant negative effect on chemicals industry. The 
negative effect is intuitive, while the positive effect is not. Moreover, the first difference 
term structure in Japan (UTS (-l)-J) is found to have varying effect across industries. 
Specifically, the UTS (-l)-J has a negative significant effect on the insurance and utility 
industries, while it has a positive effect on chemicals and telecommunications industries.
A uniform effect on industries stock returns has been found regarding 
macroeconomic risk factors in Germany and the U.S. In Germany, for example, the
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unexpected foreign exchange (UFX-G) has a significant negative effect on both banking 
and insurance industries, which imply that U.S. dollar appreciation, will cause the banking 
and insurance industries stock price to decrease in Germany. The same can be said 
regarding the U.S; the unexpected foreign exchange has a significant positive effect on 
banking and insurance industries, which imply that U.S dollar appreciation, will benefit the 
U.S banking and insurance industries. The results also show that the first difference 
unexpected term structure in the U.S. (UTS (-l)-US), has a significant negative effect on 
both the insurance and utility industries.
The results based on the single factor model show that global risk factors as 
represented by the world market portfolio poorly explain the variations of the monthly 
excess returns across industries in Canada, Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S.
Tables 4.4, 4.8, 4.12, 4.16, and 4.20 report results of industrial stock returns reactions to 
global market index for the period o f January 1985 to December 2004 in Canada, 
Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S Respectively. The results show significant positive 
beta coefficients associated with the world equity index regarding every industry across all 
countries. All beta coefficients are significant at the 1% level o f significance. The results 
also show that the betas’ magnitudes are different across industries, which implies that the 
world market has different levels of effects on different industries according to industries’ 
exposures to global markets. However, we find the power of the world market index to 
explain the variations of industries excess returns across national equity markets is low. 
More specifically, the world market index can explain between 14% and 30% of the 
variation of the monthly excess returns in Canada over the period January 1985 to 
December 2004, between 10% and 30% in Germany, between 11% and 29%  in Japan,
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between 20% and 35% in the U.K., and between 17% and 36% in the U.S. Our results are 
consistent with Ferson and Harvey (1994), who find that the world market betas provide a 
poor explanation of the average returns across countries.
Regarding similarity, Poon and Taylor (1991) use a similar set of economic factors 
to those of Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) (CRR) to investigate the relationship between 
macroeconomic factors and stock returns in the U.K. However,They come up with 
different results to those of CRR. In our study, while using similar risk factors in Canada, 
Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S., we find that some macroeconomic risk factors 
have similar effect on the monthly industries stock return in those five countries, but not 
others. Specifically, the unexpected foreign exchange (UFX) has a significant negative 
effect on the banking industry in Germany, Japan, and the U.K. Moreover, that factor also 
has a significant negative effect on insurance industry in Germany and Japan. On the other 
hand, the first difference term structure, UTS (-1), has a significant negative effect on the 
telecommunication industry in Canada, while it has a significant positive effect on the same 
industry in Japan. Furthermore, the unexpected oil price changes (UOG) have a significant 
negative effect on telecommunication industry in the U.K., while it has a significant 
positive effect on the same industry in Japan.
From the efficiency prospective, the highest explanatory power in the estimated 
models are found in Japan’ stock market, which implies that the variability of the 
industries’ stock return in Japan reflects the changes of the local macroeconomic news in 
addition to the local market portfolio more than the other stock market examined in our 
study. We conclude that Japanese stock market is the most efficient stock market 
examined.
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Finally, and from the practical perspective, the significant relationships found in 
this dissertation between risk factors and industries’ stock returns can be beneficial to the 
cross- country investors and practitioners in having better understanding of how and to 
what extent risk factors (local and global) affect investment returns of different industries 
across countries. Such understanding should enable investors and practitioners to be more 
informed with respect to allocating, timing, and diversifying their international investment 
portfolios.
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